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Is MSU Appointment Interim Or Permanent?

Officials Unsure Of Hall's Status
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
Murray State University officials
are unsure if the appointment of Jim
Hall as the school's vice president of
administrative services is temporary
or permanent.
Dr. Rick Stinchfield, MSU's affirmative action officer,said Tuesday he
assumed Hall's appointment was
made on an interim basis. He said, in
his opinion, the position must be
advertised and a search conducted for
the school to comply with the affirmative action policy.
But board of regents chairman Ron
Christopher said Tuesday's story in
The Murray Ledger 81 Times was the
first he had heard about an interim
appointment. "I'm learning about
that from the newspaper," he said today, adding that he thought Hall's appointment was permanent.
Christopher said Hall's appointment could "trim about $40,000 from
the budget Of the president."
The chairman said today elimination of Hall's previous salary was suggested by president Constantine Curris during a June 19 conference call in

which all but one regent participated.
Vice chairman Bill Carneal,
Owensboro,said today he did not participate in the call because he was on
a plane home from Washington, D.C.
Hall earned ;40,200 in the position of
director of budget and planning.
Christopher indicated Curris "may
have said" Hall's vacant job could be
filled by assistant director Don
Chamberlain, and that no one would
be hired to fill the assistant's slot.
Hall's new salary was also discussed during the telephone meeting.
Christopher said one regent asked
about Hall's pay and that Curris
replied it would be in the $40,000
range. Hall's predecessor Dr.
Richard Gray had a yearly salary of
$45,462. Gray resigned two weeks ago
to take a job with private industry.
Curris is on a fishing trip in Canada
and cannot be reached.
The use of conference calls by a
board of regents was called "a
subversion of the Open Meetings
Law," in a Dec. 1978 opinion rendered
by then-Attorney General Robert F.
Stephens.
Stephen's opinion, which was re-

quested by the Murray State News,
arose from an alleged conference call
conducted by the MSU board in Oct.
1978. Stephens wrote that conference
telephone calls are defined as
meetings and therefore are subject to
the Kentucky Open Meetings Law.
That law - KRS 61.805 to 61.845 allows for discussion of personnel
matters in executive session, but that
closed sessions can only be held after
a motion is passed by a majority vote
in an "open, public session.!' Open sessions can only be held upon
written notification to the public at
least 24 hours in advance. No notification was given.
The attorney general's opinion
states telephone meetings can only be
conducted without public knowledge
only in case of "an emergency involving injury or damage to personal property or financial loss."
The telephone meeting was initiated
by Curris, Christopher said Tuesday.
He said Curris said he contacted the
regents "to see if there were any objections" in naming Hall to the vice
president post.
The chairman also confirmed

reports from another regent, who asked not to be named,that the telephone
meeting also resulted in the naming of
a director of alumni affairs and the
new director of business services.
Donna Herndon is now the director
of alumni affairs and Jackie Harrison
holds the business affairs job. Harrison's position was created June 13
when the board okayed a split of con-.
troller Charles Outland's duties.
The split was contested by regent
Bill Morgan, Benton, who said the
move appeared to be an act of retaliation against Outland. The controller
was scheduled to be a witness for the
board during its March hearing of
alleged charges against Curris.
Curris then suggested the move be
made to improve the school's accounting. Outland, who received no cut in
salary, is now the director of accounting services.

Businesses And
Offices Adapt
Varied Closings

An extra Fourth of July holiday is
being observed today by some and
will be observed by others Monday as
the nation 'celebrates Independence
day,Saturday, July 4,this weekend.
City and county governmental offices were closed today and will
reopen Monday. The MurrayCalloway County Transit system, is
As director of Project COPE, she operating today and will take the holidesigned and implemented a day on Monday.
Local businesses have also adopted
prevention-based counseling program
which resulted in a 71 percent reduc- a varied schedule of closing and
tion in juvenile court appearances by several have elected to remain open
Calloway County High students. Pro- for business as usual, or on a shortenject proposals she prepared have ed schedule over the weekend.
The Murray Post Qffice will be closbecome models for the entire state.
ed Saturday and there will be no
Mrs. Herndon earned the M.A. -dispatch of mail
that day. Mail serdegree in education at Western Ken- vice will resume
as normal Monday.
tucky University and has participated
The Murray Ledger & Times will
in several special courses, seminars not publish Saturday
and will resume
and workshops in the past several
regular daily publication Monday, Juyears.
, ci
ly 6.
The Calloway County Public
She has served as a member of the
executive council of the Alumni Library will close all day Saturday in
Association and will relinquish the of- observance of Independence Day.
Murray State University is taking
fice of vice president because of her
the holiday break today marking the
new responsibilities.
In commenting on the meaning of end of the first five-week summer
the Alumni Association to her per- term on campus. Classes for the sesonally, Mrs. Herndon pointed out cond five-week session begin Monday,
that she was awarded one of the first July 6.
two Alumni Association Scholarships
to attend Murray State in 1960.

Herndon Begins Job As Head
Of University Alumni Affairs
By DWAIN MeINTOSH
Donna Herndon, who has served as
the Project COPE director and
counselor at Calloway County High
School since 1978, has begun her new
duties as director of alumni affairs at
Murray State University.
Mrs. Herndon, a native of Murray
and a 1964 summa cum laude Murray
State graduate, succeeds Mancil J.
Vinson, who had held the position
from the fall of 1968 until June 30.
She will work with about 26,000
graduates in planning and implementing a variety of activities ranging
from fund-reislog for the alumni
scholarship program to traditional
special events such as Homecoming
and the alumni banquet.
In a joint statement, Dr. Marshall
Gordon, vice-president for university
services, knd Dr. Ben Humphreys,
president of the Alumni Association,
said:

"We feel fortunate to have as the
new director of alumni affairs someone like Donna Herndon, who has
a wealth of experience in both administration and in direct contact
with people. She is a multi-talented
person who has in the past
demonstrated both motivation and innovation."
Her background in the past few
years includes a diversified public
relations and education-related experience in public and private schools
and community service settings.
She has worked as an admissions
counselor at the Art Institute of Pittsburgh, as mayor of the Van Voorhis
Community of Fort Knox,as an Army
Community Service coordinator and
supervisor, and as a Red Cross chairman. She also taught biology at
Calloway County High School for two
years following her graduation from
college.

"I was grateful then and continue to
be," she noted. "I feel so good about
having the opportunity now to put
something of substance back into a
program that really gave me a beginning in college."
She expressed her appreciation for
the work done by Vinson in his years
as alumni director and said she is
"determined and dedicated to build
on the solid foundation" established
by Vinson and Dr. M.O. Wrather
before him.
"Of course, I must have the support
and cooperation of all alumni-and I
earnestly solicit that," she added.
Mrs. Herndon, who is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan of Murray Route 8, is married to Clarence W.
Herndon Jr., and they have two
children - a daughter, Melissa, 13,
and a son, Roger, 11. The Herndons
live at 1515 Oxford.

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOtAR - Lewis Bossing of Murray, onE of 141,
Presidential Scholars in the United States, is shown greeting First Lady
,Nancy Reagan apd Secretary of Education T. H. Bell on the White
House lawn in June. Bossing, a 1%1 graduate of Murray High School,
and the other scholars were selected for the honor on the basis of
accomplishment in academics, leadership, involvement in school
• and community, Or achievement m the vslualitor performincarts or
2maffve wrltLTheicholars,
chose%;r0000 finaLtv,
received a Presidential Scholar's medaNion from the White House
and $1,00a from the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, a private
philanthropic organization. They were honored by their elected
representatives, educators and others in public life and participated
in ceremonies in the House and Senate, the State Department and
lite National Academy of Sciences.
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Delinquent List
The name of a winning candidate in
Calloway County's May Primary
Election appears on the list of delinquent campaign finance reports
released by the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance on Tuesday.
George H. Weaks, who won the post
of county judge/executive over incumbent Robert 0. Miller by a 78-vote
margin, owes a $50 penalty for failing
to meet the deadline for the 32-day
report.
Weaks said this morning that he
forgot to mail the report. However, he
said he has now sent the report and
paid the penalty.
The list of 187 names includes 28
May Primary winners. All of the
cases were reviewed by the Registry
on June 17.

Partly cloudy today and tonight
with a slight chance of
thunderstorms. Highs today in
the mid to upper 80s and lows
tonight in the upper 60s. Increasing cloudiness for the Fourth of
July with a good chance of
thunderstorms. Highs in the mid
to um:ST 80s.
The ottIlook for the remainder
it the"
- 4410ar..weehen4-ie 4"crix
chance of showers and continued
warm.
Lake Levels
159.30
Lake Barkley
359.26
Kentucky Lake

z
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PATRIOT!C BUNTING - Bob Whitmer, assisted by Bryan Bartlett,
tacks up patriotic red, white and blue bunting across the front of the
old freight depot at the Murray-Calloway County Park in preparation
for the upcoming Fourth of July weekend. The Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre has two productions on the weekend
agenda -"A Hymn for Kentucky' at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and
"Gourmet Cabaret" at 8 p.m. Sunday. The annual park Fourth of July
fireworks displayis scheduled for 9 p.m. Saturday.
Staff Photo By Debbie N Lee

Chairman Wants Congress To
Delay Vacation For Tax Cut
WASHINGTON (AP)- The chairman of the Senate Finance Committee
wants Congress to delay its August
vacation a week or 10 days to ensure
that Americans get a tax cut this fall.
The lawmakers, now in the middle
of a Fourth of July recess that lasts
until Wednesday, have only 21 working days-counting Saturdays - left
this month. There are doubts the
largest tax-cut bill in history can
make be written into law in so short a
time.
The Internal Revenue Service needs
six weeks after a tax-cut bill is passed
to draw up new withholding tables. If
the tax reduction is to take effect on
Oct. 1, as President Reagan wants,
Congress would have to complete its
work-by Aug. 15.

That's where the problem arisesthe summer recess is scheduled to
begin at the close of business Aug. 1.
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., the Finance
Committee chairman, told reporters
Thursday that he wants the Senate to
defy tradition and pass a tax-cut
measure before the House acts. "If
Congress does not act soon it will be
impossible to deliver any tax relief to
the American people this year," he
said.
Dole said he thinks.the Senate can
pass its version of the bill - which is
just about what President Reagan
asked -in three or four days. But the
timetable is much less certain in the
Democratic-controlled House, where
the Ways and Means Committee has
yet to finish its own tax-cut pLan.

YOURS AND MIME - Mike Butwell (left), workshop participant, and
Ronlin Foreman, mime-in-residence, prepare for an exercise in performance using a mask built by Foreman. Over 50 students took part
11rithrartcspismare
oway c
ottsrtop W.children and young adults held this week in the arts annex. Two
public performances were given. Foreman also performed at the
library story hours and for special interest groups. The workshop was
one of a series of special interest programs offered to chadren during
the surimer months library *arts* education projects.
Moto By Slita Baugh
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Jean Clear

Local County Extens
. ion
Agent In Home
'Economics—

Williams-Doran Wedding."--

Discusses
Vitamin Promotion

Tennis Group B
Plans Play For
Monday Morning

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Kelly Williams, to Harold G.
Doran, Jr., son of Mr. and
Group B of Ladies Tennis
Mrs. H. Glenn Doran, Murthe Murray Country Club
of
Promotions say, too, that blem, diagnosed by a doctor, you are getting only the ray, has been announced by
Among the preventive
play on Monday, July 6,
will
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
health measures practiced everyone needs vitamin sup- that requires increased RDA.
a.m.
at the club.
9
at
H. Williams, 1606 Keenland,
by many Americans every plements. Rather, vitamin vitamin intake.
The symptoms of vitamin
The lineup is as follows:
Murray.
If your diet isn't sufficient A toxicity include headache,
day is the taking of vitamins needs depend on the amount
Court One — Jan Seargent,
Miss Williams is the
to sueplement their diets. of nutrients in your diet. in nutrients and you need a nausea and vomiting,
Adkins, Vickie
Marilyn
granddaughter
Jack
of
Controversies over what Forester suggests analyzing supplement,choose a simple tiredness, ringing in the
Sandy Brannon.
and
Baker,
vitamins our bodies need your diet by keeping a list of.. multi-vitamin. Compare the ears, dry skin, brittle nails, Jones of Indianapolis, Ind.,
— Barbara
Two
Court
and in what form and quanti- what you eat for several prices of different brands abdominal pain and bone and the late Mrs. Letha
Malinauskas, Norma Frank,
AdMrs.
Mr.
and
Jones
and
days, tabulating the amount and the amount of each pain. Blindness and death
ty continue.
Janie Ryan, and Wilda PurRecently in Kentucky cer- of nutrients in your diet, and vitamin per tablet, listed on could occur if the overdose dis Williams, Burkesville.
dom.
1977
a
bride-elect,
The
tain companies have been then comparing each day's the label. Use the list below continues over a long period.
Court Three — Annie
pushing sales of vitamin sup- food intake with the U.S. to choose a multi-vitamin The USRDA of 5,000 I.U: daL graduate of Murray High
Kay Ray, Kathy
Knight,
Daily tablet that provides what ly is not harmful, but School, received her degree
plements to the public. "Con- Recommended
Newton,and Vicki Miller.
administration
business
in
vincing advertising claims Allowances. One source you need. Do not choose a dosages of 25,000 to 50,000
Court Four — Jean Hurt,
can make the facts even available to determine tablet that gives more than I.U. per day may cause the from the University of KenMug Rigsby, Sharon Wells,
in
May.
Lexington,
tucky,
more difficult to recognize," nutrients in your food is 100 percent of the USRDA for symptoms.
and Lashlee Foster.
She was a member of the Pi
says Darlene Forester, Ex- Nutritive Value of Foods, each vitamin.
The symptoms of vitamin
Anyone needing a
Beta Phi sorority.
U.S. Recommended
tension Foods and Nutrition USDA, Home and Garden
D toxicity include weakness,
may call Sheila
substitute
Mr. Doran is the grandson
Daily Allowances
Specialist with the Universi- Bulletin Number 72. A single
constipation, loss of apof Mr. and Mrs. Henry
For Adults
ty of Kentucky College of copy is available from the
petite, weight loss, excessive
5,000 I.U. urination and nausea. More Franklin of Jonesboro, Ark.,
Superintendent
of Vitamin A
Agriculture.
and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
(International Units)
One such'claim states that Documents, U.S. Governserious conditions result
60 mg from calcification of soft A. F.Doran of Murray.
natural forms of vitamins ment Printing Office, Vitamin C
The groom-elect is a 1971
(milligrams)
are better than synthetic Washington, D.C. 20402 for
tissue, such as the kidneys
1 5 mg and blood vessels. This hap- graduate of Murray High reception will follow
ones. This is not true, $1.05. Or, check with your Vitamin B1
at the
All relatives and friends
1 7 mg pens when excess vitamin D School and a 1975 graduate of Murray
vitamins from a natural librarian.
Vitamin B2
Woman's
Club
invited to attend the wedare
20 mg causes too much calcium to Murray State University
source — one example is
A person eating a variety Niacin
House.
and the reception.
ding
where
he
was
a member of
4001.U. be absorbed and deposited in
vitamin C from rose hips — of foods from the basic food Vitamin D
, In Latin, "hospes" is
301.U. abnormally large amounts. Lambda Chi Alpha fraterniare more expensive than groups each day is probably Vitamin E
the single word mean2 0 mg Other problems are bone ty. He received his Master of
synthetic ones. Whether getting the necessary Vitamin B6
ing both host and guest.
Administration
Business
0 4 mg deformities and multiple
natural or synthetic, either amounts. One exception, Folic Acid
from the Wharton School of
form acts the same way in however, would be in the Vitamin B12..6 micrograms fractures.
the University of PennVitamin Toxicity
the body.
case of a special health proAs little as 1,800 I.U. of
A separate tablet of vitamin D over long periods sylvania. He is vice presivitamin A or vitamin B, for may be slightly rtoxic for dent of the Peoples Bank.
Open 8:00—Start8:30
in
tOlURRAY
The wedding will be an
example, is not necessary. children. More wiuld be reLawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DRIVE
event of Satu,rday, Aug. 15,
quanthat
large
Remember
IN
quired to cause problems in
Fri. Mrs Thurs.
ea 're
•
at
6:30
p.m.
at
the
First
tities of vitamins, especially adults. The USRDA is 400
DEAR DR. LAMB. — My self-addressed envelope for
United Methodist Church. A mother, age 67, „just died it. Send your request to me, women tend to have a two of the fat-soluble
decrease in the size of their
the amountfound in one
from acute pancreatitis. I in care of this newspaper, muscles at that age. Your
vitamins A and D, can. be auart offortified milk.
just don't understand why it P.O. Box 1551, Radio City muscles use some calories
toxic.
happened. I never heard of Station, New York, NY even when you are at rest.
Foods generally do not
anyone dying from this. She 10019.
The loss of muscle cells
contain toxic quantities of
went into the hospital with
Death occurs in acute cas- decreases the number of
:
biggest
vitamins.
proThe
abdominal pain and they es when the accompanying calories your body needs
CHEVY blem is with over-thesaid she had to have her shock is so severe that the even at rest. The decreased
-qr..--(.
...'11141` CHASE counter supplements that
gallbladder and stories bogy can't cope with it.
calorie need, combined with
removed. She did but she
the
many
times
contain
eating and exercising as
Brake
_
Frames
DEAR
DR.
LAMB
—
bti;
never recovered from this.
usual, results in a surplus of
USRDA. Never take these
"
I.. ...:111 4
FOR SATURDAY,JULY 4, 1981
,
In three weeks she was dead. Would you please explain calories that eventually
why
women
have
amounts without a physia
rapid
They said she died from
results in body fat.
•
,*
11,'
What kind of day will tomor- GEMINI
cian's recommendations.
acute pancreatitis. Can you gain of weight and the stomAll of this means that as a
Also, so-called 'health' row be? To find out what the (May 21 to June 20)
tell me just how it kills you? ach expands into a pot belly
woman
after
the
,
menstrual
approaches the
flow
stars
say,
read
the
forecast
DEAR READER — It is
foods may be highly forYou're busy gadding about
stops? I had always been change in life she needs an
given for your birth Sign.
always
a
shock
when
somepleasant
have
a
and
should
tified. Read labels to be sure
exercise program that
underweight and now I
day. Be flexible when faced one close to you dies sudden- I'm overweight with a find includes enough strengthlarge
ly
or
after
a
ARIES
short
illness.
with a change of plans. Don't
type
People do die from pan- stomach and I really don't the exercises to maintain
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4/4
04 overdo things.
size of her body muscles.
know
why.
I
eat
and
exercise
creatitis although many peoExcept for an unexpected CANCER
210412 Can, ,:•:::.
ple have chronic or recur- the same as before but I've If she can't do that- she must
expense, you should have a (June 21 toJuly 22)
gained 10 pounds that I don't exercise more or consume
OED
pleasant time vacationing or
You'll want to spend part of rent pancreatitis and live need in all the wrong places. fewer calories if she wants
with
their
illness.
visiting with friends. Roman- this day shopping. Late evenBASTWOOD
DEAR READER — Care- to avoid the middle-aged
Pancreatitis
means
tic prospects are good.
ing may bring a change in
11,111LUMMI WU
se.,
inflammation of the ful studies have shown that spread.
TAURUS
entertainment
Avoid
plans.
!
PlieS
lit
pancreas. The pancreas is a
liviav
(Apr.20 to May 20) tikei excess expenditures.
,i
long, thin organ with its
You may want to take ad- LEO
VANoss War
head encircled by the first
vantage of a sale. Bargains (July 23 to Aug.22)
ire 11 12.13 Jtiy 2.3.4 IS 23.24. 25
loop of your small intestine,
„ ,'
0
I aNSur 14001111
1
At 12:10
are plentiful now. Despite a
active
Social
and
life
is
TICKET LINE 7514752
few upsets, home life should fulfilling, but a surprise hap- just outside your stomach. It
be rewarding.
pening on the homefront may forms a juice that contains
require attention. Enjoy par- enzymes for the major part
of digestion of your carbohyties after dark.
drates, fats and proteins.
VIRGO
That is why I call it your
(Aug.23toSept. 22)
Bargain Matinees Sat 8, Sun 2:00
You'll want to catch up with enzyme organ. This is a powsome unfinished chores erful digestive juice. When it
gets out into the meaty tisCheri & Cine'•iill Seats $1.50
around the house. U you learn sue
when to call it quits, you'll will of the pancreas itself, it
digest the pancreas, a
avoid becoming irritable.
process that causes inflamLIBRA
mation and pain.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
There are many causes of
This is an active time social- pancreatitis
and
ly. Be careful of late-night ex- is gallstones. Theone of these
long tube,
'keep
penditures.
cone
Try
to
The story of a man who wanted to keep
called the pancreatic duct,
initments. Don't overschedule that drains the
T H E
the world safe for democracy...and meet girls.
pancreatic
your time.
juice into the small intestine
SCORPIO
empties in the same spot as
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) nVel/V
. the bile duct. When a gallExpect some favorable stone lodges in the bile duct
career developments now. its pressure shuts off the
Don't act prematurely. Your opening of the pancreatic
new idea should be kept under duct. When the pancreatic
wraps for the present.
juice cannot drain it builds
SAGITTARIUS
.040 up in the pancreas and starts
(Nov. 22toDec.21) "
to leak into its tissue. This
Trips for two are happily ac- starts the digestive and
cented
now.
Minor inflammatory process.
misunderstandings can be
The functions of the panresolved. Communicate creas and the causes of
thoughts and share happy
are disc
in
togetherness.
The Health Letter number
CAPRICORN
11-4, The Pancreas: Your
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19) V
Enzyme Organ, which I am
You're anxious to begin sending you. Others who
work on a new project. Don't want this issue can send /5
be riled by interruptions from cents with a long, stamped,
well-intentioned friends. Save
time for relaxation.
AQUARIUS
BILL MURRAY
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Put aside business concerns
*HAROLD RAMIS* WARREN OATES*
and enjoy good times with lov* Pi SOLES* JOHN CANDY *
ed ones. Both singles and marA COLUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE
rieds meet with love and affection now.
The first transatlantic telePISCES
phone cable was laid in
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(ig 1956,stretching 2,250 miles,
projects from Clarenville, NewfoundDo-it-yourself
Cliddren's Shoes
around the house will fill part land, to Oban, Scotland.
Soutbside Manor Shopping (tr.
of your day. Unexpected company may also drop by. Enjoy
rapport with close ties.
YOU BORN TODAY are
self-disciplined and thorough.
You're a hard worker and
must never lose sight of your
ideals — if you are to be happy
and fulfilled. Though quite
comfortable in the corporate
-affnounces the association of
world, your greatest success
comes when you have an ideal
to motivate you. Avoid working in a rut and hold fast to
your dreams. Sensitive and
imaginative, you'll succeed in
art, music, sculpture,
playwrighting and acting.
Teaching, politics and public
physician and surgeon- prciarce
service may also appeal to
limited to foot and ankle
you. In business, you may be
drawn to real estate,
economics and architecture.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed June 19 from
the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton, was Pat
Woodrey of Hardin.
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▪ Community Events Listed
Mosilay,July 6
Seturday,July 4
Bands
Marching
Hendon Family Reunion
will be held at the shelter Workshop will open today at
house of Kenlake State Park Murray State University.
with lunch at noon.
,
Murray-Calloway County
Club will meet at 7
Camera
Special Golf Event with
ideal hall of the
the
p.m.
in
Phil and Susan McKnelly as
First United Methodist ChurMurray Country Club. A ch.
nion at 6:30 p.m. in the family potluck will be served
Murray Lodge No. 105
Mississippi Room, Universi- at7 p4n.
and Accepted Masons
Free
ty Center, Murray State
meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the
will
University. For information
Hardin High School Alumlodge
hall.
call Gedric Paschall or Ray ni Association will bold its
Dunn.
annual reunion at the Benton
Recovery, Inc., will meet
Senior Citizens Center at 4
Saturday,July 4
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
p.m.
with
the
banquet
at
6
Square and round dancing
Center, North Seventh and
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at p.m.
Olive Streets.
the Woodmen of the World
Events at Land Between
Hall.
the Lakes will include Our
Temple Hill Chapter No. National Bird at 2 p.m. at
276 Free and Accepted Center Station and Skyworks
Masons will meet at 7:30 at 7 and 8 p.m. at the Golden
p.m. at the lodge hall.
*pond Visibirs Center.

Friday,July)
Friday,July 3.
The buses for the MurrayMemorial Baptist Osurch
Calloway Bus Transit ComPuppeteers will present a
pany will make their regular
program at 8:30 p.m. at
runs today.
Hillman Ferry Campground
-nin MEW social In the Land Between the
Club -me
and twilight golf will be held Lakes.
at 5:30 pan. at the Murray
Hazel High School-Class of
Country Club.
1956 will have its 25th reuTwilight golf is scheduled
at 5:30 p.m. at the Oaks
Country Club.
"Hymn for Kentucky" will
be shown at 8 p.m. by the
Community Theatre at the
Old Freight Depot at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
The Blacitwood Bros. will
present a concert at 7:30
p.m. at the Lovett
AUditoritnn Murray State
University.'
4A.'rmission is
free.

Events in Land Between, Alcoholics Anonymous and
the Lakes will include The Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
"Golden Bass" from 1 to 4 the west end of the Livestock
p.m.and Night Visual at 8:30 and Exposition Center.
p.m., both at Center Station,
and Skyworks at 7 and 8 p.m.
Prayer Breakfast of Local
at Golden Pond Visitors Chapter of Full Gospel
Center.
Business Men's Fellowship
Youth of the Memorial will not be held today.
Baptist Church will have a
car wash at the University Reunion of the late George
Gulf Service Station at Five Coles and the late Rev. T. G.
Points from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Shelton families will be held
Proceeds will go toward the at noon at the new MurrayMission Tour.
Calloway County Park.
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Meaday,July 6
Haze and Douglas Centers
Buses for the Murraywill be open from 10 a.m.to 2 Calloway County Transit
p.m. for activities by the will not make their regular
Senior Citizens with lunch at runs due to the system being
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at closed today in observance
of the Independence Day
Douglas at 12 noon.
holiday.
Third- of three tennis
camps conducted by Murray
State Coach Bennie Purcell
will open today at Murray
State University.

Tuesday,July 7
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
A'

Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Marvin Mills.

Ladies Medal Play Golf
Tournament, first 18 of 36
holes, _will be played at the
Murray Country Club with
Diane Villanova and Pam
Mavity as chairmen.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club
should be made by today
with Rainey Apperson,
chairman.

Tuesday,July 7
Tuesday,July 7
_
Parents
Anonymous will
Group D of the Beginning
Ladies Tennis will play from meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor6 to 8 p.m. at the Murray mation call 759-1087 or 4354385.
Country Club.
Returning Students
United, an organization for
older college students who
have returned to school, will
meet at 11:30 a.m. in 'the
Thoroughbred
Romm,
University Center, Murray
State Univerity. For information cair753-4646 or 7591065.
,

Seniors Citizens Centers
will be open as follows: Dexter at 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
-Student Exhibition in p.m.; Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
printmaking by Elfriede G. p.m.
Piggott, Lafayette, Ind., will
open today at the Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
The exhibit will _ be there
through July 21.

Camera Club To
Meet On Monday

First Baptist Church WMU
general meeting will beat 7
Group II of CWF of the p.m. at the chapel of the
,
First Christian Church will church.
'meet at the lakeside home of
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Mrs. S. M. Doty for a -luncheon. The group will meet Catholic Church will meet at
at 10:30 a.m. at the church 1 p.m. at the church.
Independence Day Scramand go together to the Doty
ble for men and women and
Murray TOPS (take off
home. Mrs. Estelle
other activities will be held
pounds
sensibly) Club will
McDougal will give the devoat the Oaks Country Club.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
tion.
Buren
By Abigail Van
Center.
Sunday,July 5
Events at Land Between DEAR ABBY: Roy and I had a long and happy marriage.
the . Lakes will include Shortly after we were married, I asked him, if he had ever
me.
Wildflowers of the Open had sex with anyone else. He said yea, before-he knewgone
Maggie. He said he had
was
name
her
me
told
he
Then
Lands at 2p.m. at the Center
take out her sister, but she had stood him up,
Station and Sermon and to her home toeven, he took out Maggie, and that's when it
so just to get
gospel Sing at The happened. Roy said they were both in their 'teens.
Homeplace-1850 at2 p.m.
Roy is dead now, and I recall that there was a basket of
flowers at his funeral with a card signed,"From a friend." I
Boatwright Family Reu- have a feeling they were from Maggie. It never bothered me
nion will be held at 12 noon at while Roy was living, but it bothers me now. Maggie lives
the Colonial House near me.She is also a widow..Whenever I see her I have this
nagging urge to tell her that I knew what happened between
Smorgasbord.
her and Roy, even though it was before he knew me. Gourmet Cabaret featur- Is there any way I can get rid of this nagging urge?
TROUBLED
ing an evening of Broadway
show tunes and an assort- DEAR TROUBLED: Try not to dwell on it. And if
ment of desserts will be by you find yourself painfully preoccupied with this
the Community Theatre at 8 incident, which has absolutely no significance or
out of
p.m. at the old freight depot importance now, see a therapist and talk it telling
purpose would be served by
in the Murray-Calloway your system. No "know."
Maggie that you
County Park.
▪ **
Grace Baptist Church will -DEAR ABBY: I am a widow(63) who would like to marry
celebrate its 15th anniver- again, but I'm not desperate. I met a widower two years ago
who begged me to go out with him. At first I wouldn't go
sary with an all day because although he is good and kindhearted, he is very
homecoming at the church. careless about himself. He finally broke me down and I went
out with him, but I had to ask him to please take a bath
United Methodist Men of because we were going someplace special. Before I accepted
South Pleasant Grove United another date with him,I bought a deodorant and asked him
Methodist Church will meet to use it. Even though he says he bathes regularly, I can't
for breakfast at8 a.m.at the believe. it. If he does, he puts the same dirty socks and
underwear on, because the man is just not clean, and he
church.
smells terrible!
When he wears a suit, there are stains all over it. He says
Monday,July 6
Workshop for First he loves me and wants to marry me, but how can I marry a
District, Kentucky Federa- man who mells so bad nobody,wants to sit down next to
tion of Women's Clubs will him?it weren't for this one fault, he would,jnake a good
If
be held at 9 a.m. at Lake husband because he is good company and a kind person. I
Barkley Lodge.
told him several times what is wrong with him, but he
Meeting of the Executive refuses to believe it. Maybe if you print my letter he will take
Board of the Murray the hint and clean up. He's in his middle 60s- too young to
What is wrong with him, Abby?
Woman's Club will not be be going senile.
FUSSY WIDOW
held.
DEAR FUSSY: He is either lazy or stingy.(Maybe
both.) Don't expect this letter to work a miracle. If
you've told him and it made no impresston, he's a lost
cause. Pity. Worse yet, a dirty shame.

"A Hymn For Kentucky"
will be shown at 8 p.m. by the
Community Theatre at the
Old Freight Depot at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.

Alcoholics AnonymousWill
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
end of the Livestock and P..xposition Center.

Widow's 'Knowledge'
Hasn't Set Her Free

The Murray-Calloway
County Camera Club will
meet Monday, July 6, at 7
p.m. at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church.
"Closeups" will be the
theme of the program. Each
person is asked to bring a
camera to make pictures of
closeups, a club spokesman
said.

MEN'S

Suits & Sportcoats
Dress & Casual Slacks
$20-25 00
$26-30.00
$31-35.00
$36-40.00
$41-45.00
$46-55.00
Plaid Sport Shirts
$11-20.00
$21-25.00
$26-32.00
Knit Shirts
One Group
$15-20.00.
$20-25.00
$26-30.O0
Dress Shirts (Short Sleeve)
$13-11.00
$18-19.00
$2112.00

20-50% Off

Now $15.00
Now $16.00
Now $20.00
Now $23.00
Now $25.00
Now $29.00
Now $12.00
Now $14.00
Now $16.00
112
N. $14.00
Now $16.00
Now $19.00
Now

Now $11.00

Now $12.00
Now $13.00

LADIES

Beech Bend Park Presents

In Concert!
6PM,July4th
,•

FREE!

▪ *
DEAR ABBY: The letter from WEAK IN ILLINOIS, who
went from one adulterous affair to another, could have been
written by me. I am an honest and decent woman in every
other aspect of my living, so the only explanation I have for'
my promiscuous sexual behavior is that I am oversexed.
Women who are undersexed (or frigid) are at least socially
acceptable, but the oversexed woman, referred to as a
nymphomaniac, gets absolutely no sympathy. Worse yet,
to
she is looked down upon as the lowest form of humanity,
be shunned, ridiculed and despised.
I have been this way since my teens. I tried psychotherapy for several years but it didn't help. I wish I could
.
control this terrible sex drive.
The idea of an Adulterers Anonymous is a good one. Just
being able to talk to someone who has the same weakness
would be a big help.
ALSO WEAK IN TEXAS

Summer Blouses
Summer Blazers & Suits
Summer Skirts & Slacks
Summer Dresses
Summer Accessories

-No Rohm& or Exclonorrs-

Now 112
Now 112

Now 112
Now 112
Now 1/2
-Merciless Extra-

Dixieland Center

Come on out early and bring the whole bunch. Enjoy the
rides, games and fun, and stay to enjoy the free Ronnie
Milsap Concert at 6. It's festival seating,so bring a blanket.

FRIDAY, JULY 3

Demolition Derby

8PM

1/2 PRICE

'Admission $4.00

9PM

Free FIREWORKS DISPLAY
SATURDAY,JULY 4

6PM
9PM

Ronnie Milsap in a Free Concert
Free GIANT FIREWORKS DISPLAY
SUNDAY,JULY 5

1:30PM

Pro-Stodc Meet
NHRA Drag Racing Excitement at its Finest!
Tickets $4.00 and $.5.00

CAMPGROUND
Spend the whole weekend,
reserve your site now!
(502)8424101

*Spring & Summer

Merchandise
*Party Dresses
*Swim Suits
*Cover Ups
*Purses

WHAT A
SALE

• Ridge & Entertainment
G-Watigekle:erPool--• Picnicidng

Free Admission
Beech Bend Rd., aowiing Green, KY
'Exit 28 off 1-65

• • •-

$1 perking fee per vehicle
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6-White-Ryan Wedding Plannede,

Omit)
60

Good Samaritan Finds
Nothing But Ingratitude

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Scarlett Clarice White, to
By Abigail Van Buren
Andrew James Ryan, son of
DEAR ABBY: I have read your articles for years and you Dr. and Mrs. William James
finally hit a topic that makes me see red. A man reported Ryan of Murray, has been
that he had found a wallet containing $140.
announced by her parents,
Twice I have found wallets, and once a checkbook
('containing cash) in otherwise empty shopping carts. I Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. White
personally delivered them to the owners. All three people of Manchester.
counted their money and never even said "thanks." One Miss White is a graduate of
even asked me why I hadn't turned in the wallet to the store!. Clay County High School and
As a hobby, I look for coins and jewelry with a metal will receive her degree from
locator and have found several class rings, some of which the University of Kentucky
were very valuable. I read the lost-and-found ads in the In August.
newspaper and return whatever I find. Abby, would you Mr. Ryan, a graduate of
believe. I have yet to receive a reward?
JOHN IN CLARENDON, ILL. Murray MO School, will
receive his degree from the
DEAR JOHN: "Virtue," it is said,"is its own
University of Kentucky in
reward." Your experience is surprising. Read on for
August. He was a member of
another surprising letter on the same subject:
the 1977-1980 Football Team
DEAR ABBY: I am a 12-year-old boy who found a and is a member of the Kwoman's wallet in plain sight in the parking lot next to a Man's Club.
supermarket. It had $127 in it and the owner's name and
The wedding will take
address. I got back on my bike and rode right over to the
on Saturday, Aug. 29,
place
lady's house, which was about a mile away. She was just
p.m.
at
at the Manchester
6
getting out of her car when I got there. I told her that I found
her wallet, and she gave me a big hug. After I handed it to Baptist Church in Man:her, she looked through it, then she pulled out gi $20 bill and chester.
gave it to me. I thanked her politely and went home.
That evening I told my parents about it and my father
aiwwwwwwilmotIMIIIMOI
said,"I don't think you should have accepted $20 for doing
what you should have done. A person shouldn't be rewarded
for being honest."
After thinking about it, I realized that my father was
right, so the next day I biked over to the lady's house and
gave her back the $20. She didn't want to take it, but I told
her she had to — that my father pointed out something to
me that I had' never realized before. She got tears in her Wayne and Lilly Williams
eyes, then she crossed herself and said, "This is one for of 307 North 12th Street have
Ripley." just returned from parBy Cecily Brownstone
Abby, who is Ripley?
tioipating in a Campaign for
AP Food Editor
DENNIS IN RICHMOND, VA.clAt in Grand cayman
.
.wwwwwinumuminsummomuwwwwwinurienwwwwinsmiu
Island June 19-27.,
'DEAR DENNIS:
.Robert Ripley wrote o famooo
column titled "Believe It or Not." Bless you. And The Murray couple joined
add water. Covertightly. BrSUPPER FOR TWO
thanks for a terrific column piece.
ing water in the steamer bot20 people from the Maysville
Chicken Broth Plus
tom to a boil and keep boiling
Church of Christ near Hunt- Fruit Salad
Cookies
• • ••
to steam the chicken and
DEAR ABBY: Mr. X and I have been going together for 'Mille,Ala.
vegetables for 45 minutes to
two years. Although we don't have a wedding date set, it is understood that we will be married sometime in the future, The speaker for the nightly
produce the broth. Strain,
CHICKEN BROTH
which means we are "engaged," right? Here is the problem: sermons was Scotty Harris,
As you buy and use pressing the liquid from
When Mr. X receives an invitation from friends or family, a graduate of the
Interim- chickens, accumulate the chicken and vegetables.
for a party or wedding, it's always for "Mr. X and guest."
tional
Bible
College, "extras" in your freezer for Chill broth; remove all or
This indicates that they don't care. who he brings. In other ilorence, ma.
making broth. For this bat- most of the fat from the top.
words, they don't care whether I attend or not.
/
2
ch, use the wing tips, necks, There should be about 11
When I get invitations from my friends or family,'my This was
and
mil
Mr.
jellied
cups
broth.
Heat,
adgizzards
and
hearts
from
8
fiance's name is always included along with nfine, indicatto
' lm
second trip
lug that they want him.
chickens plus one whole ding cooked rice or noodles
When I complained to Mr. X., he said I was being Grand Cayman having gone chicken back. Place these in and salt and pepper to taste.
immature to let it bother me and it was no big deal. Abby,to witb a groan from the a solid-4ottom top part of a
me it is a very-big deal. Don't you agree that the "and guest" Seventh and Poplar Church steamer. Add a small onion
(The meat picked from the
type of invitation my fiance receives is an insult to me? And and the University Churches (peeled and
quartered), a cooked chicken "extras"
how should this be remedied? _
of Christ in 1978. The group
JUST THE GUEST resided in the Christopher medium carrot (pared and may be ground and used as a
sliced), a small white inner sandwich spread.)
DEAR GUEST: The "and guest" invitation indiColumbus
Condominium celery rib (sliced) and
.
cates that your fiance's friends and family may notbe
several peppercorns. Do not
aware that he is officially engaged to you. And the unitsdtuing their stay.
Of Interest To
obvious remedy is for him to set them straight. If he
doesn't, perhaps you are not as "engaged" as you
think you are.
IRA G. CORN, JR.
• ••
DEAR ABBY: I agree with WEAK IN ILLINOIS.There is
a great need for an organization such as Adulterers
Anonymous. There are more people suffering from compulchance to beat the game.
"To
sive sexual behavior- than you could ever imagine. It has pated trouble before antici- After all, South's jump rebid
evils, is to bemoan
destroyed many marriages, including my own.
what thou bast never lost." left little in the way of high
Compulsive sex is like any other compulsive behavior. — Goethe,
cards for West.
The only difference is, the alcoholic getayisibly drunk, the
But why should East
compulsive eater becomes fat and the compulsive gambler
remember the jump rebid at
loses his money. But there is no visible evidence of
trick one and forget it at
The menus for the Nutricompulsive sexual behavior except that he/she cannot
East couldn't wait to give trick four? Didn't South's tion Program for the Elderly
continue becoming sexually involved with partner after his
jump rebid promise at least and Meals on Wheels were
partner a
partner wil,hout getting caught eventually. Then there is beat today's second ruff to a six card suit in addition to
shaky
game.
released today for the week
nothing but heartache.
Unfortunately for him, he his high cards? There can be
VICTIM IN DULUTH played Impulsively and no certified answer and a of July 6to10.
Meals are served at 12
found an evil worse than he sense of panic by East is as
•••
noon at Douglas Center and
close as we can get.
had anticipated.
Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
Had East remembered at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
East won his heart ace
the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet: and returned
South's jump rebid, he Center, Monday through Fria
heart
for
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know." Send $2 West to ruff.
have
ducked day, and at 12 noon on TuesWest exited would
and a long, stamped (35 cents), self-addressed with a club to dummy's
dummy's
spade lead day and Thursday at the
10
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne and a low trump was led smoothly. This would give
Ellis Center. Meals are also
Blvd,, Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
from dummy. East hopped declarer the opportunity to
out each day.
sent
misguess
and
the defenders
tip quickly with his ace to
Menus are as follows:
give partner another ruff
NORTH
Monday — meat loaf, carbut his chin dropped a foot
•8 62
Free For The Asking!
•Q 8 7
rot coins, mashed potatoes,
when partner dropped the
WRITE
•Q 105
queen. Not only was it
hot roll, butter, orange,
•AQJ,10
impossible to score the ruff;
milk,coffee or tea.
WEST
EAST
the contract was now cold.
•A 3
Tuesday — spaghetti and
East did well to take the •Q 5
10
•A 96 4 3 2
first heart aod give partner •J 8 76 3
meat sauce, mixed
•9 4 2
a ruff. Had he played West •8 76 3 2
vegetables, tossed salad,
•9 5
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
•
for the J-10 of hearts, there
SOUTH
garlic
roll, butter, canwould have been little
•KJ10974
taloupe cubes, milk, coffee
•K 105
or tea.
•A K
•K 4
Wednesday -1=- fried
chicken, vegetarian beans,
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer broccoli,
hot roll, butter, apSouth. The bidding.
ples, milk,coffee or tea.
South West
North East
Thursday — tuna kish,
14
Pass
2.
Pass
green peas, creamy cole
3*
Pass
4•
All
slaw, hot roll, butter,
Pass
banana, milk,coffee or tea.
Opening lead: Heart jack
Friday — baked ham,
beans, sweet potatoes,
green
would have most probably
cornbread, butter, apgained a plus store
Why rush in to get a ruff plesauce, milk,coffee or tea.
when there's nothing left
with which to ruff'

Miss Scarlett Clarke White
to wed Andrew James Ryan

Return From
Island Trip

East offered South an early ruff and discard in
defending today's scrappy
game. South suspected a
hook but the bait proved
irresistable and an ice cold
game splashed into the sea.
East's three spade bid
was a cagey move. He wanted to buy the hand at four
spades, but he didn't want to
sound too optimistic for fear
of pushing South further
South needed no pushes and
East transferred his cagey
moves to the defense.
The first spade went to
East's king and East pondered his chances when
declarer's queen dropped.
Surely, South's bidding
marked him with a seven
card suit and both red aces,

.

Fantastic Bargains On All
Tropical Furniture

Celebrate
Your Independence
from
Inflation

(

Mar-Kel Lighting's Factory
Outlet Store

Saving
s Up
To 60
%
„.***,,
*,*****
*******
*),..**
*****,
Large Group
Ceramic

Table Lamps

inn's Discount
Discount
Shoes
- • -Shoe
Sootiest& Sq.
MaYfidd
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1

Variety of Styles
Solid Colors or Decal
Design Complete With Shade

$0 00
0
to $2600

52"

Ceiling Fan

Has Wood Blade 5 Sneed
Control Box
Our Independence Low Low Sale Price
Regular Re ail $
Price S260.00

1 4000

*************************************
* aft Ak
z
Our Low, Low Prices
OFF On All Hanging Ceiling Fixtures
i
w

MAR-KEL
LIGHTING'S
Lakeway Village Shopping Center, Paris, TN.
Hrs. 100 m -5 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 1-5 Sun.
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THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE,
c
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MICHELSON JEWELERS
MURRAY KY.
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FACTORY OUTLET STORE

•A 9 6 4 3 2
•9 4 2
•9 5

Send bridge questions to The Aces.
PO Box 12303. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
C•Iffilat 190l
third Illsonni Dynamo

are
de(

We will be open all day Saturday,
July 4th, Sale Prices Good Thurs. thru Mon.

South holds

ANSWER: Four hearts. A
si..'.eartF mitt-gild-herr icesadd up to enough to try the
major suit game

of:
citi
in

7o

Bid with Corn

North
1 NT

chi
dor
a ill
1st
114
Ohl
rep
adi
mo
Mil

COF

Save On Your Cooling
& Heating Costs With This

•A 3

BUY ONE PAIR AT REGULAR
PIKE GET SECOND PAIR FOR $1.00
NAME BRAND SHOES AT A DISCOUNT PRICE

207 N.Irmo,'
Downtown,Purls

WIN

cif

Selectosi Mon & Ladies Shoes

":•-.7..1

1

el-Air Shopping Ctr.

OPEN JULY 4TH
PLUS

ba
fir
wo

to
un
sit

Welcome Back Summer SALE

SUMMER CLEARANCE
BEGINS JULY 1ST

41

with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
Copyright 198l
United Feature Syndicate

foi
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GIGANTIC SHOE SALE

111

Send bridge questions to The Aces,

P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,

thc
for
tio

011

411,A41\14kA.AILAIL

FOR

SOUTH
•Q
•A 7 2
•A6
4hQJ 10 8 7 6 4

ANSWER: Four spades. If
North has the "right" cards,
it will make. If not, the
small loss is worth the risk.

th
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thc
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thc
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th
we

Senior
Citizens

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE

2

EAST
•AK10963
011K J 5
*QJ3
•5

North
2*

COOKING
IS FUN

ACES*

$100

do

South
140
^

cel
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1
An
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oui
1
as
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fr(
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Menus'
.Listed
For The Week'

4
4
4

NORTH
7-4-A
•7
•Q 1083
109•
8 75
•AK9
WEST
•J 8 5 4 2
•9 6 4
•
*K 42
•3 2

Mercury and Venus
not have any moons.

G. CORN, JR.

so how was East to manage
Vulnerable None Dealer
leading declarer astray?
South The bidding
The obvious diamond shift
would lead nowhere. South West North East
Pass
10
Declarer would give up a
24
34
3.
diamond, ruff another and 54
Pass
Pass
Pass
his hearts would go on
dummy's good diamonds to
Opening lead: Spade four
make the game. A heart
switch was impossible, so the diamond queen East
East baited the hook and exited with a diamond and
pushed out the ace of declarer could not avoid the
spades.
loss of another heart trick.
Declarer could have sur- Down one, all because of the
vived had he not thrown his "generosity" shown by East
losing diamond, but it was a combined with a naive play
temptation he could not by declarer.
resist. He ruffed in dummy
with the ace and then ratBid with Cora
tled off six trump winners
before leading a low heart South holds 7-4-B
to dummy's 10 and East's
•A K 10 963
jack. East had had no trou•K J 5
bles discarding, having held
•QJ 3
on to the K-J-5 of hearts and
+5

"I see the devil's book,
and yet cannot help nibbling
at his bait." — Moses
Adams.

Vows To Be Read
In Ceremony At
Baptist Church

THE
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Editorial

America:Liberty
Is Worth Sacrifices
If there is ever a time to
celebrate, it is the Fourth of
July.
It was on that day in 1776
that 56 brave men put their
signatures and their lives on
the line for something they
believed in. They did not sign
"anonymous" to the bottom of
the document, even though
they knew that the risks would
be great.
Many of the signers lost
their lives, others lost their
fortunes because of the revolutionary stands.
As we open our picnic
baskets and light our
firecrackers this weekend, it
would be a good time to ask
ourselves some questions.
Would we stand up for
America today if- there was a
good chance-it would cost us
our lives or ow'money?
Would we march into battle
as the enemy marched toward
our cities to take away our
freedom,or would we want someone else to go?
If we had been a member of
the Continental Congress,
would we have sacrificed
ourselves so that Americans
for the next 205 years would be
free?
You may say,"It is difficult
to answer such questions
unless we are fated with that
situation."
True.
We are free Americans, and

to
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it is unlikely that we will have
to face a challenge as great as
\1\7 ••
Thomas Jefferson, John
,
Funny, World
k
Adams and others did when
they gave birth to our nation.
However, we are faced with
Martin Burden of the N. Y. Post tells
of a hypochondriac who is so henpecked
protecting those freedoms.
that when he gets sick his wife chooses
Some of us may, indeed, be
the
illness.
just
isn't
the
a
federal
mediator
same."
to
up
"Looking
called upon to risk our lives in
battle. Others may only be
asked to pledge loyalty to the
flag.
All of us are challenged to
take pride in America and do
the little things that it takes to
tative sampling 0(3,000 people, main- and now gearing itself to mark its felt the denomination was relatively
By GEORGE W.CORNELL
keep our nation great.
other Protestant*,Jews andRoman 200th anniversary.
AP Religion Writer
-closed to outsiders. The general
This July 4 message says it NEW YORK (AP) — Outsiders Catholics. United Methodists were a
The survey of attitudes, part of a recognition of its openness reflects
three-year "Research Design for one of its prominent characteristics.
well: Across the United States sometimes can see a fact which in- small8 percent of the total.
...-"Oddly, among them, a predominant United Methodism as It Enters Its
All Christians are welcome to its hoon Independence Day our siders miss.
percent believed their denomina- Third Century" by the denomination's ly communion. To become a United
citizens join in celebration of For instance, most United 63
Methodist think that their denomina- tion is growing, while the outsiders generarministries counsel, was made Methodist, a person needs only to
the freedoms we cherish, in tion
is growing, a new study finds, but were mostly doubtful or unsure about by Louis Harris and Associates,Inc.
avow belief in God and in Jesus Christ
thanksgiving for the blessings they're wrong. Outsiders tend to see It.
Findings were that Americans as God's Son and everyone's personal
The fact is that, like most major generally regard the denomination as savior. Beyond that, the church's
bestowed on us and in prayer- the situation more correctly than the
mainline Protestant denominations, middle-class, community-minded, theology is mostly an open field.
ful remembrance of those who members themselves.
However, Methodists take on perdo not share in our good for- This curious wrinkle turned up in a the United Methodist Church has concerned about the poor and
declined in membership for 15 years, minorities, strongly Influencing its sonal commitments contained in their
major
inquiry
by
the
9.7
milliontune. . . We join you in a
member denomination into its losing 1.3 million members in that members and strict in interpreting 900-page Book of Discipline, setting
rededication of this nation's "Image"among the American
the Bible.
forth ideals of conduct in a broad
public. timefrom its 11 million peak.
unbending commitment to That impression turns out to be
Only 17 percent of the respondents range of life.
The church had been the largest
human rights for all and in a generally on the positive side, but US. Protestant body until passed by
reaffirmation of our nation's rather bland. Most people say they the .still growing Southern Baptists, Contemporary Religious Thoughts
founding pinciples. We hope have a favorable or neutral view of now totalling 13.6 million.
the church. Only 5 percent felt
that each of the special pro- negatively
Overall, the survey found that most
toward it.
Jeremiah, Amos, Ezekiel, Joel,
grams and activities that The research into how "others" see people-think well of the denomination,
By The Rev.Coatis Fletcher,
Oliediah,
Zephania, and Zechariah
retired
mark this occasion will be in- the denomination involved in-depth started among the Britain's industrial
among the prophets. The same use is
Episcopal
Church
The
spiring, memorable and en- telephone interviews with a represen- poor, established in America in 1784,
In the Old Testament the descrip- to be found in other books. Those
joyable.
tive term for a day of adversity as the Sacred Writers spoke of the day as
We at The Murray Ledger &
Day of the Lord. So we read in Isaiah, one of terror and'drear. It was a day
when the Majesty and Glory of the
Times urge all of you to have Looking Back
Lord were to be revealed,and a time
an enjoyable time during
when men would seek out caves in the
America's 205th birthday parrocks.
ty, Freedom is worth protec, 10 Years Ago
Had those prophets our experience
they
would probably have spoken of
tion — and celebrating.
J. H. Nix of the Murray Civitan Club John B.
James Castle McDougal, 64, died
1c, POI M.* &WI CO

United Methodists'Numbers Shrinking

yesterday from injuries sustained in
an automobile accident on July 1.

hEART11N N
Heartithe is a service for senior
citizens. It purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a questior or a problem not answered
In these tolumns, write to Heartliae,
114 East tklyton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio UM.You will receive a prompt
reply, bat you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this colsmn.
HEARTLINE: I am ordering a copy
of your"Relocation Guide" for senior
citizens. My wife and I want to move
in about a year, when I retire, to a
Owanner, more agreeable climate,and
are sure that your book will help us
decide where we want to go, since it
contains information on cities both in
and out of the sunbelt, including
climate, housing, hospitals, doctors,
dentists, and the like. And, being
retired at that time, we will need the
information it provides on the cost-ofliving in all these cities.
However, we would also like to
receive some information on moving,
as we are living in the home we have
lived in since our marriage, and have
reared all our children here. We don't

Family Living

know the first thing about movers or
all the things you need to do before
you move. Can you help us out on this
one? B.D.
ANSWER: Yes. You can receive a
free brochure called "Tips on Moving,
by sending a long, self-addressed and
stamped envelope to the American
Movers Conference, P.O. Box 9204,
Arlington, VA 22209. They also maintain a consumer hotline in the event
you have a problem with a mover that
you cannot resolve. That number is
(800) 336-3094 (VA residents call collect(703)524-7659).
Also, those who have the desire to
move after retirement who would like
to have a copy of Headline's Relocation Guide, send $7.95 to Headline,
Dept. RG, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria,Ohio 45381. Please allow 6
to8 weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE:Is it true that anyone
who turned age 65 before 1968 can
have Medicare Hospitalization Insurance (Part "A").free, even if they
never worked under Social Security
and are not otherwise eligible for it?
A.C.
ANSWER: Yes.

,By BRUCE LOGUE.

Full Grown Elephant
L. Richard Lessor tells the following story in his book, Love and Marriage and Tradint Stam."A small
rl
awal!
homtehaftro4
ma4
boy es
retu
ca
mussige
schoo_Lite
l one
day. His father was sitting in the easy
chair in the living room, recovering
from a hard day at work. He had coffee and a newspaper. Mother was puttering around with some household
chore and sister was watching T.V.
All was normal except that there was
a full-grown Indian elephant sitting
right in the middle of the living room.
No one knew where it came from. No
one talked about It. No one tried to get
It out of the house. No one paid any attention to it whatsoever. The family
pretended it didn't exist because, 'a
nice family like ours wouldn't have a
full-grown elephant in the living
room'."
Knowledge of human behavior provides many alinforts. It, first of all,
struggling with various difficulties.
Therefore, one does not have to be
ashamed to admit there is a problem
on which he is working. Second,it confirms the fact that the only solution to

problems is a direct approach. Ignoring the problem will not make it go
away. Third, admission of a problem
is not a sign of weakness but rather of
strength. It takes an honest, selfconfident individual to say I have a
problem on which I wish to work.
Elephants are obvious to everyone;
nobody is fooled. The best solution
then is to call attention to its existence
and then to lead it out of the house.
Got any elephants in your living
room?

Installed as officers of the Murray
Rotary Club at the meeting held at the
Murray Woman's Club House were
Robert Moyer, Harold Hurt, Ted Billingon, and Carafe Hendon.

Cavitt.
is now serving as lieutenant governor
Kenneth Hoover will be the speaker
of District VII of Kentucky Civitans.
at the gospel meeting to be held July 5
to
11 at the Coldwater Church of
Joseph
Wade
Mr. and Mrs. Willie
announce the engagement and ap- Christ.
Shirts will be laundered for four for
proaching marriage of their 99 cents at Boone's Laundry &
daughter, Teresa Gay,to the Rev. Joe Cleaners, according to the firm's ad
Steven Cavitt, son of Mr. and Mrs. this week.

the day in terms of an atomic blast
like that of Hiroshima when in a fraction of time those beneath it were
reduced to small bits of ash.
However, we can best grasp the
dimensions of the day as a time when
the haughtiness of men would be
humbled before the Almighty.
Nothing in the life of Christ, nothing
in the pages of the New Testament has
changed the thought that at the moment when all is said and done, the
Lord alone will be exalted. In the
pages of Paul's letters to the Corinthians and Thessalonians and in
Peter's Second Letter the Day of the
Lord is the Day of Judgement. The Vision now is one in which new heaven
and a new earth are to be born.
That day is the time when the world
as we know it will cease to be, but one
in which Righteousneas.....ga.._bave
become the order of the day. Peter
calls on us to live out, as far as we can
during the present time,the life of the
new order.
We Christians long for the day when
the Lord will come and we can be at
perfect peace with God. God
understands our difficulties, Peter affirms. And He is patient with us.•
Whatever of spiritual growth is possible for us, is only possible through
God - that is what we say "To Him be
the Glory." Ad that is what we sign::
"Finish then thy new creation, Pure
and spotless let us be.- HA LLELUIA.
AMEN.

20 Years Ago
Serving aboard the USS Boxer in and Dee Hicks,83
the Caribbean waters off the coast of
J. 0. Patton has opened a real
Puerto Rico is William D.Swann,air- estate office in the Gatlin Building
man, United States Navy, son of Mr. above Douglas Hardware.
and Mrs.E.G.Swann of Murray.
Miss Martha Billington, daughter of
Deaths reported include Van Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington, was
Fulton, 75, Carl Hendrick, 80, Mrs. married to James Donald Huie,son of
Willie Downs,-80, John Farmer, 65, Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Huie of Locust

Grove, Ga., on June 22 at the Billington home.
Bob Wright, Joe Graves, Jack
Snow, Hafton Garner, and Ronald
Pace, men; Mildred Hodge, Miry
Graves, Katherine Lax, Gladys
Etherton, and Mary Garner, women,
had top averages in the Mid-Weekers
Bowling League at Corvette Lanes.

30 Years Ago
The display of the American flag for
the Fourth of July holiday was urged
today by members of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution.
Deaths reported include Zol Swor,
--75.
Robert Hutchens, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hutchens, sailed on June

19 for Japan, where he is expected to
join his brother, Porter, who is stationed on the destroyer, USS Richard
B. Anderson,about the middle of July.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr.and Mrs.
William Hodge, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Knight,and a boy to Mr.and Mrs.
J.H.Wicker.
The marriage of Mrs. Maude Hen-

don, formerly of Long Beach, Cal.,
and Ernest C. Jones of Murray was
solemnized on June 30 at the home of
her mother, Mrs. Lowry Underwood,
Murray.

Henry Bucy, J. C. Dunn, Patrick
McDermott Dooley, Sam Miller,
James Lee Calhoun, and Leonard
Lonzo McNutt left June 29 for induction in the Armed Forces at Louisville
under the Selective Service program.
The West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation will hold its
first picnic at Brown's Grove on July
10. This will be an annual event.
Miss Anne Elizabeth Thompson was
married to Leonard Wood on June 29.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Windsor announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Mary Moore, to James
Madison Lassiter,son of Mr. and Mrs.

E. A. Lassiter.
Miss Cora Graves has left to resume
her teaching and missonary work
under the auspices of the
Presbyterian Church.
Wesley Kemper is superintendent of
grounds at Murray State Teachers
College.
A family reunion was held June 22
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Dick.
The Pottertown Homemakers Cub
met June 19 at Pine Bluff with Mrs. J.
A. Outland as hostess.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Sunny" starring Anna Neagle, Ray
Bolger, and John Carroll.

The family of Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Brandon, Sr., of Hazel met at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer
of Murray on June 27.

40 Years Ago
Calloway County's newest enterprise, the Murray Livestock Company, will hold its first sale on July 8
at 1 p.m. in the new shed located on
South Second Street, according to
Audrey Simmons, owner and
manager. Humphrey Key was the
local contractor for the building.
Deaths reported this week include
William P. Darnell,47, and Mrs. Luna
Carson Swift,83.
Approximately 125 youth registered
at the local draft board on July 1, according to Mrs. Mary Neale, clerk of
the board.
John Jackson McCuiston, Joe
Hargrove, Woodrow Wheeler, Otis

Letter To The Editor
Evresses Thanks
To The Editor:
I want to thank all the folks at the
lake Wednesday who tried to help us
save my niece Shannon.
Although Shannon did not make it,
our love and thanks to everyone there
for their help and trying so hard we
won't soon forget.
Valerie Vowell

50.Years Ago

The marriage of Hattie Lee Farmer
according to Emus J. Beale of the E.
to Harding Galloway which was
J. Beale Motor Company.
The Rev. IL H. Brumbaugh, solemnized on January 10 has been
Presbyterian minister of Marion, will announced.
Births reported this week include a
organize a Sunday School and be in
charge of the Presbyterian services at girl to Mr.and Mrs. Gatlin Outland on
June 26.
the Murray courthouse on July 5.
Deaths reported this week include
Dr. Will H. Mason and Fred Barber
dad he wet angry, and would net ge
July 1 was the hottest
night
of
The
Mrs. Miranda Beale, Amon Turnbow,
In 11141111111111 come his biker eat end
night that we have had this year. The are attending the Republican State
Walter Robinson, 31, and Will R.
estreated ban. — Luke WM
minimum temperate,e was 72 Convention at Lexington.
Futrell
:50.
_ degrees, according to H. H Arnold,, Naomi Leo Whitetail was honoredatery- -inirther-tbserrer - The- loci-Lail -rpertperhortomeurbtlitidarcirIoneNEW-15ffirtirnifilWidurs-7Our brother's sin disturbs us much
Harry
Houston,
B.
20 on the lawn of the home of Mr. and
Dr.
E.
include
Club
registered 102 on June 29.
more than ow own Mn.It is difficult for
An enrollment of 736.1s reported for Mrs. Bob Gatlin.
no tolove those whom God has forgiven. Sledd,011ie Doran,and K.C. Frazee.
A barbecue, ice cream supper, and
Approximately 2,000 persons saw the summer term at Murray State
?saw,tershus as we forgive ethers.
the 20 millionth Ford car at Murray Teachers College. Of this number 175 barn dance will be held July 4 at ColAmen.
dwatti.
last Saturday from 11:15 to 11:30 a.m., are from Calloway County.

Bible Thought

Py AVAILABLE

Murray And Morehead State
Teachers Colleges are entitled to
$30,000 a year in addition to their portion of the inheritance tax apportionment for schools and specific appropriations.
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Temple Hill Lodge
Will Meet Saturday
Temple Hill LeNo. 274,
F & A.M., will meet Saturday, July 4, at 7:30 p.m.
Work will be in the Fellow
Craft Degree.
Daniel Galloway, Master
of the Lodge, invites all
Fellow Craft Masons to attent

K utS
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Nursing Department

FILM

Awarded Grant For
Competency Tests
The Department of Nursing at Murray State University has been awarded an
WO grant with which to
develop clinical competency
tests for registered - nurse
students.
The grant, awarded by the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education and part of a
larger, W.K. Kellogg Foundation grant, was awarded
on a mini-grant proposal
prepared by Lou Ann Atkins,
Faye Austin and Martha
Clark, all assistant professors of nursing at the
university. According to Dr. 'Martha
Erwin, the departmental
chairman, the ompetency
testing will enable the Murray faculty to more accurately- assess and 'place
registered nurse students
within the general baccalaureate nursing program
at the university.
Registered nurses interested in returning to
school for the bachelor of
science in nursing degree,
should contact the Department of Nursing, Murray
State University, Murray,
KY 42071, for additional
details.

- DEVELOPING
SPECIALS
DEVELOP AND PRINT
Kodocolor UI.& Focal'
Coior Print Films
iftcp
Our
Roc,.
4.87
Liners
30x37" Trash Can
liners, 1.5 mil. Fit
50 plastic
cans. Savel
20-30 gal.

3.33

3.17
'atm.
Upto 3.47
ling

Limit

2 Pkgs.

C 4‘rocas RIM Con
C ZI ANDAIA•001u6.41,MOM

Slide& Movie Processing
Process 20-exp.Slide or
MAN Movie Film For

Our Reg.94C Ea.

1.00

Our Reg. 2.28

Roll

Process 36-up.Slide Film

PkgS.
For

23

FOR
Bog
1-1b.' Bag moire Candy

140 Paper Napkins
1-ply, 13)(121/4" napkins in white
and colors. 140 in package.

Mouthwatering M&M's*, plain or
with peanuts. Save now!

• camera dept.

Retired Seminary
Professor Withdraws
Church Charge

Our 1.47

• (AP)
NEW YORK
A
retired seminary professor
who had accused the United
Presbyterian Church of
betraying its faith says he is
withdrawing the charge now
that the denomination has
clarified its stand. •
The Rev. John Gerstner of
Pittsburgh commended the
denomination for its general
assembly action in Houston
in May, affirming the deity
and humanity 06 Jesus and •
tightening up its ordination
vows.
II
encouraging,"
"Most
Gerstner wrote in a letter to
a former student, James A.
Gittings,now Coeditor of the
church magazthe,A.D. -&
Gerstner had, raised his
apostasty charge after the
denomination's top court
upheld admission of a
clergyman, the Rev.
Mansfield 1Caseman, whom
some felt had iefused to affirm Jesus's Godhood along
with his manhood.

6-pr. Pkg.
Of Nylon
Stretch nylon,
in Suntone or
Mist-tone.

Testy Fried Chicken Dinner
With 16 Oz.Drink

11.4i

Our 2.58
26-qt. Styrene-loam Chest
.17x12x131
/
4" chest with molded
end grips for carrying. Save.

3 pieces of chicken, cole slaw,
french fries, and roll& butter.

Our 94C Pkg.

Our 4.88-4.96

0
Pkg9
"Big Drink" Cups
164;:a. clear- plastic
cups. Package of 18.

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

Our Reg.8.97
Men's Golf Shirts
Cotton/polyester,-with placket collar. Save!

Misses' Slip-on Tops
-Brushed acrylic: some •
with novelty trim

Our Reg.1.38
4$-oz.- Sani-Flush•
Cleans, disinfects and
deodorizes toilet bowl
Net wt

- 2 For $3

Solid Colors
Or Stripes

Model
275

2

s3
.;
j Ea.
For
$31
22x42"lath Towel
Polyester/cotton

9-oz. Colgate'
Toothpaste

2

Our
For I 62C Ea.
12x12" Washcloth
Polyester/cotton

ost exhaust pipes t

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICE
SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY
Son
Yt • •
beiefing
te yew specs.

SERVICES INCLUDE:
I. Veld Iran.disc brake
pock and Wings on rear
wheels
2. Resurface drums and true
Rears
3. Intl:WO from ouNPors
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=dejs. possIbishz-
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10% .20°A
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5. Repack Inner ard outer
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6. Impect master cylinder
7. Inipea front grime
S R. hydraulic system
A0dMonal pals or seorloes
mow be needed, we al mere one.

Our Reg.32.88 - 600x12
Mon.Thru Sat.

Iftrom••• &OW..emoil•••• e.goo.

Save $17
Our 68.88
With Exchange
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Sole Price

1188E..

hospectieri•

Premium RadialTubed Shocks
For radial. bias.
belted tires

LARGER SIZES AT COMPARABLE PRICES
All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each
Mounting included• No Trad•=in Required
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Five-Year Lapse Broken With 6-2, 6-2 Win Over Nervous Czech

Lloyd Defeats Mandlikova For Third Wimbledon
• . By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
AP) — Chris Evert Lloyd
defeated Hana Mandlikova
6-2, 6-2 today to win the
Wimbledon women's tennis

title after a lapse of five
years.
The 26-year-old American
subdued the nervous-looking
from
19-year-old
Czechoslovakia in just ewer
an hour on Wimbledon's

center court.
Lloyd, the wife of British
Davis Cupper John Lloyd,
won Wimbledon in 1974 and
1976. She had.been runner-up
for the last three years, losing to Martina Navratilova

in 1978 and 1979, and to
Evonne Goolagong of
Australia in 1900.
stopped
loss
The
Mandlikova's bid for the
Grand Slam. She won the
Australian Open last

December and the French
Her troubles'. began at
Open last month.
deuce in the third game,
Mandlikova seldom looked when she double-faulted
like a winner today. She hit a twice to drop service.
lot of good ,shots, but she
Lloyd went from 0-1 in the
made nervous errors at vital first set to 5-1. The Czech
times.
held service to pull to 2-5, but

the American held service,
losing only one point, to capture the set.
Lloyd broke service to go
up 2-1 in the second set.
Mandlilcova broke back, but
the American immediately

broke again for 3-2 — and
again Mandlikova doublefaulted on game point.
Evert sailed through the
next three games for the
match and a first-place prize
of $39,000.

Five-Time Champion Rallies From Two-Set Deficit To Beat Connors

After All The Drama, Borg, McEnroe Reach Expected Men's Final
By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) —After one of the most
dramatic days in the 104year history of the All-

England Tennis Champion- tle, will face pugnacious
ships, everything ended as John McEnroe in the men's
expected.
singles final Saturday, a
renewal of last year's fiveBjorn Borg, bidding for a set epic.
sixth straight Wimbledon tiBefore that was settled

Thursday evening, there
were tantrums from
McEnroe on court, an attack
on the British press from
him off court, a fight
between reporters in the

press interview room and a Borg downed third-seeded
dramatic comeback by the Jimmy Connors 0-6, 4-6, 6-3,
6-0,64 in a 31(i-hour tussle to
amazing Swede,Borg.
McEnroe defeated Rod clinch his place in the final.
Frawley, an unseeded
It seemed impossible there
Australian, 7-6, 6-4, 7-5 and could be anything 'more

Summer Baseball
At A Glance
Giants, Indians Keep Winning
In the Junior Babe Ruth
League Thursday, Tom
Schwettman and Jon Billington pitched complete
games to lead the Giants and
Indians to 11-1 and 8-3 wins
over the Braves and
Dodgers,respectively.
Schwettman gave up four
hits in recording the win for
the Giants. He also scored
three runs and had a hit.

The rest of the Giants' hitting was led by Jeff Downey,
who had .two hits, scored a
run and drove in one, by
Dwayne Gammons, who had
two hits and three RBI, and
by Chris Starks, who had two
hits, including a double, and
scored a run.
The Braves were led by
Chuck Adams, who had two
hits.

In the Indians' win, David
Whitten had three hits, including a double, scored
three runs and drove in one
while Rodney Key scored
two runs.
For the Dodgers, Dennis
Thurman had three hits,-drove in a run and scored
one while Andy Parks had a
double.

Cards, Pirates Roll To Wins
In -a pair.oLLittle League
games Thursday, the Cards
beat the Reds, 12-7, and the
Pirates60..Tted the CUM,16-5.
Rodney Skinner was the
winning-• pitcher for the
Cards.while adding a triple
to the hitting.
The rest of the Cards' hitting was led by Mike Rogers
with a three-run home run,
_Darrell Rogers and Shane
Morris with two doubles
-apiece and Greg Futrell with

three hits, including a double.
For the Reds Ben Youhad
two doubles while Mark
Miller and Barry lieffrell
each hada double.
The winning pitcher for
the 'Pirates was Sean Kelly,
who had six strikeouts.
The Pirates' hitting was
led by Ed Hendon, who had a
two-run home run, Jay
Thompson, who had two
doubles, Troy Underwood,

who had a triple, and David
Sikes and Jody Spate, who
each had a double.
Kevin Jones had a double
for the Cubs.

ON HIS WAY TO A COMPLETE GAME — Giants pitcher Tom Schwettman allowed
,mitts
'
mai photo",David
only four hits in a 11-1 win.
•

A's Win Two, Cards
Romp Over Cubs, 19-5

In the Kentucky League
Thursday, the A's beat the
Pirates, 4-3, in a makeup of a
protested game and then
came back to beat the
Astros, 12-7, behind the pitching and hitting of Tim
Armstrong.
Armstrong pitched a
Park League action Barnett and Ed Chapman shutout before leaving after
',Thursday night involved two each had doubles for the the fourth inning. He also
had a double and two singles
one-run ball games as the Phillies.
;cubs .just barely defeated
3he Yankees 10-9 and the
:Tw:ins edged the Phillies 7In the East T-Ball League ed Jason Reed, Kevin FarIn the first game, Chris Thursday, the Misfits beat ris, Michelle Allen, Willie
;Garland had two doubles and the Jets, 25-16, and the Cards
Roberts, Jamie McDaniel
lay Houston had a double edged the Sluggers, 24-21.
a single to lead the Cubs
For the Misfits, Brian and LaDawn Cook while Jeff
;to victory. Charley Miceli° Anderson, Nlidcy 1-1111 and Luffrnan- and Roberts had
bad two triples for the Jeremy Grogan each had a
tankees.
double while Jererny
TravisTt rner had a home McKeel and Shawn Vaughn
PORT COQUITLAM,
run and a single and had doubles and Jack Dodd
British Columbia (AP) —
Jonathan Smotherman had a had a triple for the Jets.
Canadians from every walk
triple in the second game for had triples.
the winning Twins. Michael
Those with doubles includ- of life paid tribute Thursday

Yankees, Twins Win
Pair Of 1-Run Games

And drove in a run.
. For the Astros, Alal had a
single and an RBI.
In the other game, the
Cards rolled over the Cubs,
19-5, as Chris Hays had a
double and a single and
drove in a run while Brett
Christensen had two singles
and an RBI.
For the Cubs, John Blaustein had a double.

thrilling than McEnroe's and two irate reporters endbattle to overcome the ed up rolling on the ground
brave, determined Frawley as others looked on in
and his own explosive amazement.
temperament.
McEnroe regained his
Frawley, ranked 112th in composure, however, and
the world, made Mighty Mac went on to win a men's
battle for every point,
doubles semifinal with his
McEnroe was given both a partner, Peter Fleming.
for
warning
Borg, meanwhile, fell two
unsportsmanlike behavior sets behind against Connors,
and a point penalty, and he who was playing like a man
was involved in a series of inspired.
stormy clashes with the unp—-el was lucky to survive,"—.pire.
the 25-year-old Borg admitIt was even more stormy ted after clawing his way
in the interview room after- back into the contest with yet
ward when McEnroe attack- another display of guts and
ed the British press after a determination.
couple of distasteful quesConnors, as if exhausted
tions regarding his private by his early brilliance,slacklife.
ed off just a little. That was
The fiery New York left- all the encouragement Borg
hander, given a rough time needed.
by the British press
Connors said: "I wanted to
throughout the tournament, come out fighting in the
accused the newspapermen third, but I played a loose
of being "trash", and opening game."
"liars." He then stormed out
The American found
of the interview room as a satisfaction, but not consolanews reporter interrupted a tion, in his own perforfurther question on tenths.
mance.
The press, stunned' by
"You win or you lose. None
McEnroe's sudden depar- of the rest counts. But at
ture, then proceeded to least he had to play his best bicker among themselves, stuff to beat me," Connort
said.
•
There was -tulupse in-themen's doubles semifinals
when veteran American pair
Bob Lutz and Stan Smith
ousted defending champions
Peter McNamara and Paul
McNamee 6-4, 276, 4-6, 7-6, 64.
Smlih and Lutz play
McEnroe and Fleming in the

Assistant Good Recommended
To Assume EKU Basketball Post
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — expenditures in interMax Good, 39-year-old assis- collegiate athletics. These
bult basketball coach at pressures are both real —
Eastern Kentucky Universi- generated by budget reducty, has been recommended tions — and anticipated, baslo succeed head coach Ed ed on discussions of a subcommittee of the Committee
Byhre.
;The appointment would be on Higher Education."
ikihe 1981-82 season. - " The commitee's report
At season's end the ad hec :said that based on interviews
eemmittee, which recom- With Good and Washington,
Good, will the members felt "these inzdended
niconvene to review the dividuals have the enthusiasm and devotion to
basketball program.
.astern president J.C. Eastern that warrants their
Powell accepted the commit- being given an opportunity."
A native of Gardiner,
tqe's choice and said Good's
name will be submitted to Maine, Good concluded his
the board of regents for their fifth season as an assistant.
approval at their Aug. 6 He previously coached at
meeting.
Madison High for six years,
--Byhre announced his three of them as head coach.
pktirement last week.
His teams posted a 51-30
•;The ad hoc committee also record and he was named
s*gested Thursday that the Central Kentucky ConIlipsketball staff be reduced ference Coach of the Year
t* one full-time coach.
during the 1974-75 year when
Bobby Washington, an his club was 24-5.
•
esestant coach, will conHe played basketball and
as Good's only foli- baseball at Transylvania
ar:he assistant.
before transferring to
;pr. Russell Bogue, com- Eastern.
ttee chairman and dean of
Good said he was "elated"
college of health and by the recommendation, adcal education,said that dles that hews,indebted to
the head coeeth job leselerei ober* be earned
dynes at a time "when the bachelor and, master
- • • illiptilletion -ter--xedse--teenedlierable pressure to reduce
Miles a good, job in

coaching the Colonels is one
way!can repay the university," he added.
Good said the upcoming
season is one which "will be
full of question marks,

highlighted by youth and inexperience. The team will
play hard though with a
determination and intensity
that should carry them a
long way."

Calloway Girls Camp
Open To Registration
.

Calloway County will be
holding a girls basketball
camp June 20-22 and Jupe 2728 from 8:30-11:30a.m. each
day for girls in grades 4-12.
The tuition of $25 for the

camp licredes a camp tshirt. For more information, call
Gloria Friedgen at 753-5479
or at 753-4853.
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ONE BASERUNNER ERASED — Braves third baseman Rick Grogan puts the tag on
the Giants'Steve Malone, who tried to advance on a fly ball hit to left fielder Miles
Barnett.

GODFATHER'S PIZZA

Canadians Pay Tribute To Fox After Fight With Cancer
to Terry Fox, the one-legged
hero who was buried here'in
his hometown.
Fox, who raised $24

S

Ar

Misfits, Cards Win In East T-Ball
triples.
For the Sluggers, Anthony
Black had a home run while
Mike Dunn, Jeremy Ticknor
and Missy Weibrauch each
had a double.

P
t

Trudeau, wiping tears from
his eyes, praised Fox as having a "selfless generosity
that elevated him above the
merely courageous to the exceedingly thin ranks of the
truly heroic."
"His Marathon of Hope
was in the truest sense a gift
of the spirit, an act of love
Pierre for mankind," said Trudeau.

million for cancer research,
died Sunday after succumbing to the disease he fought
so hard to conquer.
Several thousand people
gathered on Parliament Hill
in Ottawa for a memorial
service, offering prayers,
tributes and music to Fox.
Prime

Minister

A PIZZA
YOU CAN'T REFUSE
• Open Daily 11. AM
• Open Sunday Noon
• Dine In-Carry Out

• Salad Bar
• Sandwiches
• Soft Drinks

Girdfather's Pizza®
Hwy.Ml
753Central Shopping
0023
Murray
Center
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CHECKING ACCOUNTS
ARE MORE REWARDING
EARN 5%% INTEREST
FREE OF MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGE

AND LESS COMPLICATED
FREE OF MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREE OF CONFUSING RULES.

AT

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

1201 Main
759-1630
LENDER
hurray;Ky.
Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah
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DRAWING FULL ATTENTION — Murray State assistant football coach Ralph Friedgen lines up against Tim
Greer with Jason Billington in position at the right. Other observing participants from Murray at the MSU football camp are (kneeing, left to right) Chuck Baker, Pat Rowland, David McCuiston, Jeff English, Johnny Blanton, Bart Wilder, Allen Jones, James Daniels; (back row) Shane Walback, Wolfgang Kohlenberger, Richard
Williams, David Denham,Tim Alexander, Mickey Garrison, Donn loftis, Mark Garrison. PAW Photo By Barry Johnson
'
,
Mod

Stalemated Talks Recessed Until Fourth
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Major league baseball will
mark the Fourth of July,
traditionally one of the biggest dates on the sport's
calendar, with strike
negotiations instead of ball
games.
Federal mediator Kenneth
Moffett has recessed until
Saturday, July 4, stalemated
talks in the players strike,
which entered its fourth
week today.
The two sides met at the
bargaining table for about 90
minutes Thursday with no
discernable progress on the
issue of free agent compensation.
"We're going around in
circles," said
Mark
Belanger of the Baltimore
Orioles. "It's the same stuff
every day. It went as you
might expect. Certainly,
there was no progress."
But Reggie Jackson of the
New York Yankees, preferred a more positive view of
Thursday's talks.
_
"Nothing happened, but it
seemed as thigh they were
saying,'Let's hear what you
have to have and we'll tell
you what we have to have,"
he said. "At least today people were saying,'Where can
we go from here? Can we do
anything?' It doesn't mean
we're near a settlement, but
it seemed they wanted to
listen more today..-1 didn't
feel they listened before.
Listening and hearing are
two different things."
Jackson seemed hopeful
that a breakthrough could be

-7"

achieved.
"I'm looking for good
thingsfrom them,something
to build on," he said. "I'm
like the fans who keep asking
when it's going to be over.
I'm enjoying the time off,
but I feel guilty. I should be
playing ball."
Donald Fehr, general
counsel of the Major League
Players Association, smiled
at Jackson's description of
the meeting.
"If he means people were
not screaming at each other,
he's right," the attorney
said. "That happens often.
But the tone of the meeting
was no different as far as I
was concerned. Their position is 'Please accept our
proposal that the number
sixteen player be used for
compensation paid for by the
club signing the free agent.'
I don't detect anything that
happened that we're one step
closer to a settlement.
Maybe I'm wrong. I'd love to
be wrong."
Thursday's meeting was
scheduled to start at 10 a.m.,
but it did not get underway
until 11:30 because owners'
representative Ray Grebey
requested a delay.
"I was late, the association knew I would be,and the
meeting started at the new
timer-it- was set," Grebey
said.
The two sides talked until
about 1 p.m. when Moffett
announced a recess for lunch
until 2:30. When the talks
were suppose to resume,
Moffett received a call from
the Player Relations Committee saying manage-

meat's bargainers would not would be unreasonable to
be back.
read
any
special
A source familiar with the significance into Thursday's
negotiations said that it events.

BACK FROM Oil MISS BASKETBALL CAMP — Players who attended the camp, which ran June 21-26, are
(front row, left to right) John Mark Potts(3 on 3, agility, speed dribble, all-star team), Joe Dale Curd (all-star
team), Mark Waldrop(3 ofPW,Vvv.-rx,oxer(3 on 3, all-star team), Chris Sheridan;(second row)Jay Wells, Todd
Albritton, David Lamb (all-star team), Dan Key (all-star team), Craig Darnell (hot shot, all-star team), Jeff Butterworth, Rob Anderson;(back row) Coach Jimmy Nix, Frank Wise (all-star team), Keith Lovett (all-star team),
Mark Duncan, Brad Miller (speed dribble, all-star team), Jeff Garrison (all-star team), Barry Albritton, Coach
Chic Nute.

Tough Butler Sends Nicklaus To 75

Final Bunker Shot Preserves
Pooley's 68, Lead In Western
By JOE MOOSHIL
AP Sports Writer
OAK BROOK,Ill.(AP) —
Don Pooley considers
himself "a good bunker
player," but claims"nobody.
holes out from a bunker too
often."
Admitting "I played well
until the last five holes when
I scrambled well," Pooley
not only holed out from the
bunker on his final shot
Thursday but also blasted
bis way into the first-round
lead of the 78th Western
Open over awesome and rugged Butler:National._ _ _
Playing the back nine first
and going out in 35 with two
birdies and a bogey, Pooley
came in with a 33 for a 4under-par 68, edging Greg
Powers, Jim Simons, Bill
Rogers and Joe Inman, who
tied at89.
"I had a good drive," said
Pooley of the final hole
"which left me 175 yards
away. I hit a 4-iron into the
trap. I blasted out from
about 60 feet, saw the ball
take three bounces and go into the hole. I couldn't believe
it. I was just trying to get it

up and down for a share of
the lead. "Yes, I knew I had taken
the lead.W.ben the ball went
In," said the 29-year-old
from Arizona, whose only
victory on the tour came in
the B.C. Open at Endicott,
N.Y. last year when he earned $157,000 to end up 18th on
the money list.
Pooley's excellent round
was played in the afternoon
when everyone predicted the
going would get tougher as
the wind-swept greens began
hardening and spike marks
cluttered the putting surfaces.
Powers, using a 1-iron off
10 tees, Simons and Rogers
played morning rounds. So
did Lee Trevino, who shot 71
and was tied with seven
others.
Also playing a morning
round was Jack Nicklaus,
who shot a 3-over-par 75 but
vowed, "I'll play better
tomorrow. My objective
tomorrow is not to make the
cut but to get back into the
golf tournament. A good
round can put you right back
on a tough course and this is

a tough course."
Yet, 13 players smashed
par in the opening round including Mike Peck, Andy
North, Mike Reid, Tom
Jenkins, J.C. Snead, ,Bob
Beauchemin and Jim Colbert, all of whom matched
Trevino's 71. Ten others
equalled par over the 7,097yard, tree-lined course with
meandering Salt Creek and
Teal Lake adding to the
numerous water hazards.
Defending champion Scott
Simpson, who set a fourround Western-at-Butler
record of al last year, had a
whopping 76 alicf Tom Watson, always a pretournament favorite, struggled to 78. Jerry Pate, who
won at Memphis on Sunday,

came in with 75.
A huge crowd Thursday of
26,200 figured to set the pace
for what are expected to be
record-smashing numbers
throughout the week.
"It only proves that people
don't come out just to see
birdies and eagles," cracked
Trevino. "They come out to
see the golf course chew up
the golfers."
Trevino, Nicklaus and Watson in the same field are
partially responsible for the
big crowds. It marks
Trevino's first Western since
1975, when he was struck by
lightning,and Nicklaus'first
appearance in 11 years.
Crowds are expected to exceed the 130,000 mark, well
past the record of 92,600 set
in 197

*****************************
For all your Travel Reservations Call
'*

•
Marjorie and Bill Maior *
4
753-0880
representing

American and International Treveltinte
:***************************:

Getting settled
made simple.
Ilem-temo Somme fade
altar a MUSE VIMMIIIs.
As yew llostess, it's my job to help leo maks Ike
west .f y.. use moigiaberbeet Sw sheep* areas.
Ileamasmity oppertesitios. Speolal &Wootton. Lets
of fasts to sass yea the.sad messy.
• Plus. basket* gifts for yew family.
MI bo lists.* for year salt.

Welcome Wagon
King 492,8348

Mari Hamilton 753-6570'•

OLYMPIC PLAZA

Prices Good July 1
Thru July 8

SPORTING GOODS

Anger Needed To Play His Best

Free
Transfer

McEnroe Is Controversy's Child
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — He is a tiger cat on a
hot tin roof. He is a sizzling
fuse spewing toward an inevitable explosion. He is a
bottle of fizz water ready to
blow the cork.
John McEnroe is a child of
controversy. He needs the
fumes to stoke the adrenalin
rushing through his hypoed
system. He thrives on
discord.
"I have to play in anger,"
he has said on numerous occasions. "If I can't let it out
somewhere,I have to keep it
within myself. I can't be subdued and play my best."
In a fashion, he is a court
replica of Muhammad All.
This legendary ring champion always had to stir the
waters before he could get

himself into a destructive
mood. Thus, his loud bombast and buffoonery.
Tennis'Super Brat doesn't
employ the latter technique,
but he has his hidden
gremlins — just as Ali did -which he calls upon to whip
himself into a fighting mood.
He keeps insisting he
wants to change. Yet he
never does. He never will. If
this wild contentious instinct
were ever yanked from his
reservoir, his remarkable
game probably would wither
and decly.
So it's "Fight Night"
every day at the Wimbledon
Championships. Fans can
start wondering now what
new pyrotechnics they will
have in Saturday's final
when the Man of Fire meets
the Man of Ice, Bjorn Borg,
for the world's No. 1 tennis
championship.

One thing is sure. The
curly-haired rebel from
Douglaston, N.Y., will do
something to electrify the
galleries and get his own
machine smoking. He may
be cocky and boorish, at
times. He is never boring.
He can't blame anybody
for provoking him — as he
says the umpires and British
press love to do. He has built
his image. Over the past four
years, he has done nothing to
change it. Rather he has
replenished it.
Love him or hate him, he
adds spark to the game. '
"It's a new world," says
Davis Cup captain Arthur
Ashe, the game's' elegant
gentleman. "If everybody
was like Stan Smith, Ken
Rosewall and me,it would be
a dull show."
All McEnroe has done during the current Wimbledon

fortnight is break a racket in
half before 10,000, call an
umpire an "incompetent
fool," get fined $1,500,start a
war with the British press
over his girl friend, stage a
wild protest on Center Court
before the next Queen of
England and then trigger a
newsmen's free-for-all in the
press interview room.
McEnroe is a complex yet
fascinating personality.
Extremely bright and
loaded with innate talent, he
is a veritable Dr. Jeckyl and
Mr. Hyde. Off the court,
pleasant, charming, outgoing, a little boyish. On the
court, a ticking bomb likely
to explode at any moment.
He baits linesmen and umpires. Sometimes he stomps
around like an angry mule.
But he's a genius, a mad
genius and even-tempered —
always mad.

Sports in Brief
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BASEBALL
Freuler covered the dlatance in 5
OSAKA, Japan (AP) — Franklin
hours, 36.54 minutes, Just ahead of
Stubbs of Virginia Tech singled home Freddy Maertens of Belgium, who
the winning run in the sixth inning and finished In 537.04.
YACHTING
gave the United States a 1-0 victory
HENLEY-ON-TH/JLES, England
over Japan in the sixth game of the (AP) — American crews,led by defenU.S.-Japan collegiate championship ding Ladies Plate dumpier Yale
series.
BASKETBALL
University, came through impressiveTAIPEI, Taiwan ( AP) — Barbara
ly on the opening day of the Henley
Kennedy of Clemson College led the
Royal Regatta.
United States team to an 06-37 victory
Orange Coast College, the Universiover Guatemala in the William Jones ty of Washington, Princeton UniversiCup woolen's tournament.
ty and Trinity College of Hartford,
In other action, South Korea beat Conn.,also made it to the second round
Singapore 123-38, Thailand topped of the regatta along with the Ells, who
Hang Kong 57-52, Taiwan downed the are seeking a third consecutive title.
Philippines 9647, and the Netherlands
Yale defeated University College of
outscored Sweden 6241. AUTO RAC- North Wales with a time of 7 minutes,
ING
II worlds.
DAlfTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
Amos Johnson and Roger Mandeville,
GENERAL
HAMMOND, La. (AP)
co-driving a Mazda
outraced a
Mazda driven by Jim Downing and Linebacker Rusty Chambers, the
Tom Waugh to the finish line to win the Miami Dolphins leading tackler for
Daytona 6 Hours Champion Spark two straight seasons,and another man
-Nag Challenge Thuraday night at were killed in an auto accident, pollee
said.
Daytona International Speedway.
Also killed in the accident, just
Johnson brought the car acmes the
finish line about 15 seconds ahead of before midnight Wednesday, was
the second-piece car, after completing Michael Piazza. 2$, of Hammond.
152 laps and totalling 507.64 nate..
Robert T. Hudson, 28, of Hammond,
BORDEAUX. Fromm (Al') — Urs was seriously injured.
Freuler of Switzerland won the eighthDistrict Fire Chief Joe Costa said all
leg of the Tour de Prance bicycle race, ttree men were trapped in the
a 141-mile event from Pan to wreckage after the car Hammed into a

__IskostainseenivraestatzsalbiLbea_.
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Straw
Huts

Cut
N Jump
Water Bee Combo
Reg. $69.99 Special

Croppie Pole
0 Ft. 2 Pc. With Guides

Rod And Reel Combo
Zebco 02D1 Reel Matched
With Platcor 845 Rod 4 Ft. With
Ceramic Guides and Boss
Handle Complete With Line

Reg 10 99 Special
Special Combo Price

Lure
Riot

IDDIf'S SPIICIAL Of TIN WOK

1969 MIIRCIEDIES 220
Diesel 4 door, 4 speed, power steering, air conditioning, exceptionally clean and good mechanically.
local car. New car trade in.

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda Inc.

Purchase Two Lures
At Uncle Lee's Low
Price And Get 3rd Lure

FREE (impm*Plisitire)
II

411611111010

LABLE

$1088

^1,41i
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Fishing Line
good fish. Keep in mind, a
By Jerry Maupin •
You should take the time garnefish's mouth consists of
to fish for sauger and striped bone and gristle, but a stout
bass this weekend. The rod combined with sharp
and hooks will give you an edge.
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moratorium.. will not affect I'll reserve judgment for a good on both species while tion from St. Charles, Mo.
I have had the pleasure of
the wetlands program. We couple more years. I still trolling the main river chan5
will ( continue to) acquire have reservations about his nel bars and creek banks fishing with them for about
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and
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intentions,
from willing sellers those land use
The shad color rebel wee-r some "real" experiences
fragile wetlands which ticularly concerning public
statewiggle wart have been together on Ky. Lake. They
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preserve it scares me.
Tuesday evening as we
press conference. I asked if Granted, some resource ex-,, that the best pound test line
lbs.
10-14
is
to troll for sauger,
prepared
use
should
you
of
power
he is ruling out the
traction, properly managed,
like to a school of white striped bass
imminent domain to acquire wouldn't be a bad thing. But Another point I would
boat,
crucial wetlands. Sec. Watt strip mining, timber clear- make is about rod selection_ surfaced near the
and
answered that he won't rule cutting and over-grazing on Many of you use a rod that throwing minnows for
them
a
of
set
each
to
for
cast
enough
I
wide.
strong
isn't
out the power of imminent vast public holdings would
domain, but he would rather destroy the fragile land, and
proceed with wetlands ac- the perception for the
quisition from willing sellers possibility for its use by its
only.
owners, all the _American
Later, in an informal people, would be a fantasy.
discussion after the press
conference, I pressed Sec.
I'm sure the large business
Watt to elaborate on this
earlier answer. He said that interests are homing in on
if wetlands are perceived Jim Watt. Right before he
and identified as being moved into the Interior
crucial to migratory water- Department, ,he was their
fowl, he would favor acquisi- man. Now he represents the
tion through the power of im- future for those of us who enconminent domain if willing joy outdoor sports. The
flict of interests is there, I
sellers couldn't-lief-mind.
he accepts his mandate to feel, but Mr. Watt says none
753-411 ;
South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky
listen to the people, and not exists. I hope his vision is
hope
I
And
mine.
than
better
his former bosses.
Decays* of his if., to big bossiness, eavIrsameistalists
labeled Interior Secretary James Watt a "few la the
Isewheese." Outdoor writers recently presented Watt
with this stuffed fox during a press cenfereace Iii
Lewisville.
(Photo by We& Beams)

RESTAURANT

WHY WAIT

to get your boat
and meter in shape? Contact Bois Strode, former
service manager of Mack & Mack, your authorized
Mercury & MorCrwiser Service Dealer.

At Jonathan

Creek

Announces
Beasill'u/

KeitlICkY Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Aurora Marine
Servke Inc

Featuring
*Bass Hawk Boats"
'Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

oted ot Jct U S 685 8O at the *IPS' pr.,. 01 Aurr iKy

Nears: Mea.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sew 1-6 p.m.
502-474-2234

•

and they all had a fish on at
the same time, except
Sharon. She had more difficulty in reeling in than
either Virgil or Keith
because she had caught two
big stripes on the same lure!
That's right, two stripes
weighing appox. two pounds
each had hit the same lure,
one on the front set of treble
hooks and one on the back.
I should have had a tape
recorder going because the
"casual" comments were
really choice. It was a fun
trip at that point, but we added several saugerin the 2-2W
pound class and Keith ended
the trip with a 6 pound
flathead catfish, making it a
great trip for all.
A super family worth
knowing, the Mette's.
Happy Fishing!

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
Authorized EV1NRUDE DEALER
Sales Er Service

ri

EVIIIRUDE
SALES &
SENVICE

A rhacent to Sportsman s Satan Campground

EVIRRUDE

502/354-6568

Rt. 5 Benton, KY 42025

SALES &
SERVICE

Li

NEW 00'and 52 Covered Slips For Houseboats
NEW 30'Covered Slips For Cruisers
Easy to operatealmonates marine growth on boat bottom

*J.C. Oontoons

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Waters in Kentucky's
lakes continue to warm up
and night fishermen apparently are having some
luck. The rundown, as compiled by the Department of
Wildlife
and
Fish
Resources:
Kentucky — Sauger fair
trolling plugs and minnows
about 15 feet deep off secondary islands; crappie slow
on minnows 10-20 feet deep;
catfish fair in tailwaters on
cutbaits; clear, stable at
summer pool, 78 degrees.
Barkley — Bluegill good
on worms or crickets along
shorelines and in tree tops;
black bass fair to good along
shoreline on artificial
aridnigAtcrawIers
crankbaits; white bass fair
in jumps on spinners; catfish
good in boils of tailwaters
next to dam on crickets or
worms; clear to murky,falling very slowly at one-half
foot above summer pool, 78
degrees.
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Holida
appy
Panorama Shores
DON McCLURE

GRAYSON McCLURE

Take 94 to out of Murray for 2 m•les Turn nght on 280
Follow 280 for 7 milts post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into Ponoromcrand follow blacktop to your r•gh.

Telephone,502-436-5483
AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT
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JEAN PHILLIPS caught this three pound crappie Monday morning with the help of her two sons Johnny Mac
and Tommy Ray.

TED POTTS and his grandsons display part of Ted's
catch of Sauger he caught last Saturday in Blood River.

Since 1966 • 15 Years Of Dependable Service

AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT

.•

James Watt is a busy man. Nest he took the offense
He manages a third of all the against the "few special inland in the United States.
terest groups- that initially
Mr. Watt, with all this opposed his confirmation
justly and have since mounted a
responsibility,
deserves a matching title, campaign to block anand he has it: Secretary of ticipated moves to alter the
the Interior, U.S. Govern- public domain. Watt didn't
ment. He is the boss of the name names, but it was evimanagement of all the na- dent he wps responding to
tion's federal parks, refuges, the Audubon Society, the
forests, public lands. He is Sierra Club and other enthe country's chief en- vironmental organizations.
vironmentalist, its mining These groups have lost
and timber manager, its some of their power in the rekeeper of Indian rights, etc., cent Interior Department
etc. The list would be a long transition, he said, and
they're using him as a rallyone.
But when James Watt was ing point to build memberappointed to his cabinet post ships.
by Ronald Reagan, he in- The secretary then moved
herited a ready-made con- into the specifics of what he
troversy to go along with his envisioned in the Interior
other concerns. The con- Department during . the
troversy is rooted in Mr. Reagan administration.
Watt's former job: counsel "I have a deep commitand lobbyist for western ment to conservation," he
mining interests. En- said. And later,"A good convironmental groups opposed servationist knows how to
Watt's appointment, fearing wisely use the lands as well
he would open public lands to as preserve them." Watt
wholesale private exploita- said the major thrust of the
tion. When he was confirm- Interior Department under
ed, a popular characteriza- his direction will be to see
tion in the environmental that all Americans receive
community was that the fox the benefits from public
lands, not just a select few."
was in the henhouse.
James Watt stirred the One item the Reagan adcauldron after Reagan's in- ministration supports, Watt
auguration by refusing press said, is expansion of the
or private interviews. But Dingell-Johnson program.
after six months he decided The D-J program provides
on the
to go public.' The forum he for a user fee tax)(
chose was the recent annual manufacturers' sale of
conference of the Outdoor fishing equipment. At preWriters Association of sent, boats, motors and
America in Louisville. The special types of fishing
fox would go public in a equipment are not taxed.
house of fox hunters. I was Sec. Watt said he hopes to
present and personally ques- see these items included in
tioned Secretary Watt about the D-J plan, and the increase in revenues, like the
a local conservation issue.
He had all the aplomb and original dollars, would be
smoothness one would ex- plowed back into managing
pect a man in his position to our fish and water
possess. He talked like a resources.
politician, yet he was convin- The secretary said a
cing in his delivery, and moratorium has been placed
these two traits are strange on federal purchase of
private lands - with one exbedfellows.
inand that the emception,
"I haven't conducted
terviews because I haven't phasis would be on
recreational
had time for them," the upgrading
secretary began. ''And I lands already heavily used
wanted to be able to talk by the American public.
about what we have done in- "Our parks have fallen into
stead of what we intend to appalling condition," Watt
do." Mr. Watt rambled stated. "Our government
about his commitment to was so busy grabbing out for
change, his commitment to more land that it failed to
doing Ronald Reagan's bid- take care of what it already
ding to "restore some had." So $100 million a year
balance" in the way the for the next five years will be
moved from the Land and
overnment is run.

Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

•Cover AiI Nindows
•Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Never Paint Again
•Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
•Roofing
Storm Windows b Doors

PR 2 Buchanan Tenn 19011232.8221

Free Estimates CaN

436-2802
Re 5 Boa 2059 Murray, Ky.
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open 7 Days A Week
Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

%At

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

••••■•••■•■•••••■•■• •••••••••
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Cain's,AMC Jeep
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* Route 3 Box 80
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BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

Murray
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Fred Gardner, Owner

.
i
I.4, Kenl. ake Marina.
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
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Wholesale Live Bait
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N *

Witty & Ouantily Guaranteed
.7534448
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Murray Business News Briefs
Bandi's Welding
Serves Area
For Past 11 Years
Bandi's also made the
Bandi's Welding & Steel
Erection, Industrial Road, wrought iron gate to the enhas served Murray and the trance of Murray State
surrounding areas for the University's Frances E.
Miller Golf Course.
past 11 years.
The Bandarras have
Bandi's is approved by the
Veteran's Administration unlimited certification to
' weld any thickness of metal
for Welding Instruction.
Owned by Ray and George in the state. They also can
Bandarra, the company administer welding cerspecializes in steel fabrica- tification tests and mail off
don, wrizagilL iron, trailers, the results.
For more information
spiral stairways and all
types of welding, including about Bancli's call 753-0521.
stainless steel and
aluminum.
Jobs. done by Bandi's,
which employs 10 people, include the Fisher Price addition, the Vanderbilt
HOUSTON — Construction
Chemical addition, Walnut
Plaza, Paducah Community has started at Joliet, Ill., on
College, K-mart shopping a major terminal which will
center and the conveyor improve service to Midwest
system fabrication and erec- chemical and specialtytion of the Hutson Barge Ter- products customers of Exxon Company, U.S.A. and Exminal.
Steel erection equipment xon Chemical Americas. Site
owned by the company in- of the new facility is a 712-ton crane, a 40- acre plot in the Santa Fe In/
cludes a 71
ton crane, 14,000-pound dustrial Park on the Des
forklift and three portable Plaines River.
The facility will serve as a
welding trucks as well as a
complete line of fabrication terminal for distribution of
solvents, plasticizers, adequipment in the shop.
Bandi's • also has a ditives, and base stocks for
machine shop. Managed bt- lubricating oils. More than
Jim Griggs, the shop has a 50 different products will be
1 16x42 lathe, a Bridgeport brought to the terminal by
1 milling machine, Cincinnati barge for distribution by
series 3 horizontal mill and a truck and railroad tank car.
The design of the facility
24-inch shaper.
The local company has will allow for expansion to
ted over 2,000 tons ofACCommodate new products
during the last - two -andfuture industrial growth.
'steel
—
The terminal, with
i years.
office and
laboratory,
at
are
/ Current jobs
Vanderbilt Chemical, Wal- storage facilities, is exmart in Mayfield and, at pected to be completed in
TomItinsvffle, Ky.,• a Crane mid 1982 and will employ
about 15 persons.
rail system.

Joliet Terminal
Construction Starts

.!

1

1

Godfather's Specializes
In New York Style Pizza
A pizza you can't refuse.
And not many do.
Godfather's Pizza, located
on U.S. 641 North in the Central Shopping Center opened
its doors to Murray on Monday.
The restaurant features
New York style pizzas in
four sizes — mini, six in-

GODFATHER'S — Godfather's Pizza opened its doors in Murray on Monday. The
restaurant, which specializes in New York style pizzas, is located on U.S. 641 North
in the Central Shopping Center.

Interest Rates, Restraints
Aid Construction Decline
NEW YORK,N.Y. — Soaring interest rates and
budgetary restraint combined to deepen the decline of
contracting the new construction in May, as the
month's value of contracts
sagged 7 percent below

MTG Adds Shelton
To Insurance Staff
Morgan, Treva than &
Gunn, Benton,is proud to announce the addition of Mike
W.Shelton to their staff of insurance professionals.
Shelton will be serving-the
Benton area as well as the
Murray and Calloway County area.
M.T.G. recently has opened their new Murray office in
the Village, on U.S. 641 north
of Murray.
A resident of Marshall
County for 12 years, Shelton

April's already weak total, it
was reported by the F.W;
Dodge Division of McGrawHill Information Systems
Company.
May's $13.4 billion of newly started construction projects brought the seasonally
adjusted Dodge Index of
total construction contract
value to 160 (1972 equals
100), down 7 percent from
April's 172, and 22 percent
below last November's peak.
The latest month's annualized rate of contracting, at
$145.3 billion, was the lowest
of the past nine months,slip-

Costae Mode
Loather Geed:

Charlotte Hodge
Promoted By
P
almetto Bank

COLUMBIA, S.C. —
Charlotte Dodson Hodge,
formerly of Murray, recently was promoted to administrative assistant
ping below 1980's average officer-in-charge of the savlevel of $147.3 billion for the ings program at First
first time this year.
Palmetto State Bank and
Trust Company.
"The parallel between last
Hodge, who started her
year's first-half collapse of banking career with Peoconstruction activity and ple's Bank in Mursay,joined
this year's `double dip' under First Palmetto State Bank
similarly harsh credit condi- and Trust in 1974 as a comtions is all too evident," com- mercial loan secretary. She
mented George A. Christie, later served as secretary to
vice president and chief the president and board of
economist for F.W. Dodge. directors.
"Now that this year's inThe daughter of Mr. and
terest rate run-up has finally Mrs. William E. Dodson of
peaked, we can look for a Murray, Hodge recently
second-half rebound of con- received a Foundation of
tracting," he added.
Banking diploma from the
American histitute of Banking -and- plane to enter the
University of South Carolina
,School of Banking this sum-

Diane Kurtz Employed
At The Flower Basket
Nancy Bogard and
Sharilyn Wisehart,owners of
2 S.
/
the Flower Basket, 6091
4th St., are pleased to announce the full-time employment of Diane Erwin Kurtz
as a creative designer.
A Murray native, Kurtz
specializes in wedding and
funeral arrangements.

In the floral business for 10
years, Kurtz previously was
employed at Hody's Florist,
Nashville, and with Jack
Jones,Paris.
The Flower Basket is open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday. For
more information or
telephone orders, call 7539514.

10%
Everything
In Store
hien. Jody 6
lbre Sat. 11

Off

There's a

Boatowners'
Shield for you too

I've Got
The Shield
SEE

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

Hodge is married to Billy
Joe Hodge, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George A. Hodge;also
of Murray. They and their
sons reside in Irmo,S.C.
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'SADDLES
*TACK
*HATS
*BELTS
*WALLETS

Siziolood Shp. Or.
—

K&M EAST SIDE
FISH MARKET
Corner d 04 East 8 Industrial Rd.
Clouted is Servks Staliss Wilk)

Fresh Catfish (Ionia Weekend's Codas!,

Si65
only I

lb. Ned Da Bay Yes West Them

Open 800-7:00 Mon.-Sat
Closed Sunday
Or Call 753-1584

71
.

SHIELD
OF
SHE1TER

7S3-044S
Meade Anderson Secretary

I Ii,,
„
"
%

Mike Shelton
attended Three Rivers
Junior College, Poplar Bluff,
Mo., and completed his
bachelor's degree in
marketing in 1979 at Murray
State University.
While at Murray State,
Shelton was active in the
parks and recreation club,
acted as a recreational program supervisor and parvarious
ticipated in
marketing research programs.
Shelton was assistant football coach at Marshall County High School for the past
four years. He and his wife
Joan reside in Marshall
County.: -

n AN McNUIW

(OLD NATIONAL NOTE" BLDG)

"Year losigo
or Oars"
Sale

up for free with orders of
medium or large pizzas.
Godfather's is owned by
Norm Lies, who owns 30
Godfather's franchises.
Restaurant manager is
Sebastian Thomas, a Cairo,
native who has been with
Godfather's for the past
year.
The 131-seat restaurant
employs 30 people.
"We are here to give a consistent and quality product,"
•
Thomas said.
The restaurant also has a
gameroom.
Hours are from 11 a.m, to
midnight Sunday through
Thursday and 11 a.m. to 1
a.m. Friday and Saturday.
The restaurant has carryout service but no deliveries.
The telephone number is
753-0023.

ches; small, 10 inches;
medium, 13 inches; and
large, 15 inches. Toppings include cheese, bed, pork,
pepperpni, mushrooms,
shrimp, black olives, canadian bacon, anchovies and
spicy Italian sausage.
Also on the menu are hot
ham and cheese and Italian
supreme sandwiches, an allyou-can-eat salad bar, tea,
soft drinks and gary_lind
chesse bread.
A luncheon special (from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.) features a
six-inch mini pizza, salad
and a small coke.
For a limited time, Godfather's is offering a 64ounce bucket filled with a
soft drink for $1.89 when
ordered with a medium or
large pizza. For the next
year,the bucket will be filled
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AT FLOWER BASKET — Nancy Bogard and Sharilyn
Wisehart, owners of the Flower Basket, have announced the full-time employment of Diane Erwin Kai-tr.

New ENERGYGUIDE labels are now appearing
on major new home appliances at appliance
stores all across the country as a guide to help
you save money. The ENERGYGUIDE can show
you the estimated
annual operating cost of
new appliances so you
can compare different
makes and models for
energy-efficiency. The
more energy-efficient your
appliance, the cheaper it
will be to operate.
*Magriimirs-r.riom
Camay 17.0 OAS* .0111

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
to
Godfather's Pizza
Band's Welding &
Steel Erection
Diane Kurtz • Mike Shelton

Chicken Dinners
To Go
Groups Large or Small
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PAGE

Your Individual
Horoscope

More Queen Contestants Are Listed

+46

Frames brake

FOR SUNDAY,JULY 3,1161
up. Buy something nice for
tumorwill
day
What kind of
re.. be? To find out what the your wardrobe
stars say, read the forecast VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
gives for your birth Sign.
The personal touch helps in
financial dealings. Extra amARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) IriA bition is rewarded with an imExtra energy keeps you on portant career or monetary
the go. Help children with development.
their projects. Parties and LIBRA
romance are favored for the ISept. 23 to Oct.
Replenish energies now. Enlate evening.
joy peace and quiet. News
TAURUS
from a distance is pro(Apr. 20to May 20)
You'll work hard now to vocative. A private chat has
complete a financially romantic overtones.
remunerative project. After a SCORPIO
Nov.21) nt'eV
full day, you'll want to relax (Oct. 23 to
Enjoy good times with a few
with loved ones.
select friends. Trips to out-ofGEMINI
the-way spots suit your mood.
May 21 to June 20)
Your family would ap- Social life has business
preciate a visit or call now. ramifications.
afigiii0
Sports, exercise and outside SAGITTARIUS 21) "
Dec.
to
22
Nov.
(
activities prove stunulating.
A friend may have an inevening accents
Late
teresting business proposal.
romance.
Group activities are favored.
CANCER
Your leadership qualities
(June 21 to July fl)
Family outings are favored. come to the fore.
Complete work on a domestic CAPRICORN
ld
project. Good news may per- (Dec 72to Jan. 19)
advaluable
receive
You'll
tain to personal finances or
vice about a business matter.
luxury items.
If the mood suits you, by all
LEO
means begin a work project.
n)
Aug.
( July 23to
your energies.
Channel
After some time shopping,
you'll want to • visit with AQUARIUS
friends. It's a time to spruce 1Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
-0.

Consult with advisers about 1 Seven of the 40 entrants for
joint assets. Travel seems to khe Murray-Calloway Counoffer a pleasurable potential lily Jaycee Fair Queen Connow. After-dark favors 'test scheduled for Friday,
romance and privacy.
July 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the
'
PISCES
X
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
)
20
Mar.
to
(Feb. 19
University, are
You'll make important deci- ,State
sions now that bear on future featured today.
security. Real estate, family
The contest is sponsored
and residential matters are by the Murray Woman's
favored.
Club in cooperation with the
YOU BORN TODAY have a
gift for dealing with people. Murray-Calloway Jaycees,
You'd make a good promoter according to Janice Nix and
and publicist. Clever and ver- Sue Spann, co-chairman for
satile, you dislike routine the contest. The contestants
work. Advertising, travel, are sponsored by a club or
brokerage, writing, speaking, room in their schools.
politics and public service are
Caroline Choate, 17, is the
some of the fields in which
you'll find fulfillment. You LLPughter of Mrs. Dora Mae
dislike boredom and will make Choate of Murray Route 3.
frequent changes in your Sponsored by Homeroom
choice of career. YOu have a 11B at Calloway County High
knack for bringing out the best School, she will be a senior
in others, but you can scatter there this fall. Her special inyour energies to the detriment
of your own self-development. terests include skiing, swimLaw, medicine, the theater ming, and jogging. She is at
and engineering may also ap- present undecided on her
peal to you. Birthdate of: future plans
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr.,
Kim Canarth 17, lithe
government official; P.T.
of Joe- and Hildadaughter
Barnum, circus impresario;
Murray Route 3.
of
Canady
writer.
Cocteau,
Jean
and
She is sponsored by the
Calloway County football
team at Calloway County
High School, where she
graduated in May. 112:
special interests include skiSubscribers who have not ing, swinuning, horseback
received their home-delivered riding, and softball. Her
copy of The *any ledge I lien by future plans are to become a
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by surgical nurse.
3:30 pin. Saturdays are urged
Linda Ann Burris, 17, is
to call /511111 between 5:30 p.m. 'the daughter of Mr.and Mrs.
en p.m. Nolo Iwo* fray. it Bob Wynn/1307 Doran Road,
for the Nierrey-Cellowey Co.
3:30 p.a. ea 4p... Widen .
urray. Sponsored by her
. A circulation department emFair. Only A Few Left
omeroom at Murray High
ployee is on duty during these
time periods eo-- insure delivery
CAI 753-1916 between 8-3
of yout newspaper. Coils must
Ask Fee T. P. Delaney Jr.
be placed by I p.a. weekdays ore p.a. Saturdays to guarantee
First cane/first served
delivery.
The regular business office
Nights coil 753-8200
hours of The Nom Wipe I SeesNavy Seaman Recruit
S p.. Monday
ore I as.
C McAlister, daughter
Lisa
mit
fridettindSkii
through
M. and James 0.
Letha
of
Scrturdays..
•
.
McAlister Sr. of Route 5, Box
2065, Murray, has completed
recruit training at the Naval
Training Center, Orlando,
Fla.
During the eight-week
training cycle, -_ trainees
to afteed
studied general military subjects designed to prepare
them for further academic
and on-the-job training in
one of the Navy's 85 basic occupational fields.
JULY 5-12, 1981
Included in their studies
were seamanship, close
WEEK DAY SERVICES: 7:30 P.M.
order drill, Naval history
first aid. Personnel who
and
SUNDAY SERVICES: Bible Study: 1000 A.M.
complete this course of inMorning Worship Sendai: 11:00
struction are eligible for
Evening Worship: 8:30 P.M.
three hours of college credit
in Physical Education and
Hygiene.

tikutl

nodP

iatg

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Booths For Rent

L
Lisa C. McAlister
Completes Navy
Recruit Training

School, she will be a student
there this fall. Her special interests include swimming,
boating, singing, dancing,
art, and decoration. Her
future plans are to attend a
fashion designing school and
someday design clothes.
Laura Anne Brown, 18, is
the daughter of Gerald and
Wanda Brown of Murray
Route 2. Sponsored by
Homeroom 12A at Calloway
County High School, she is a
1981 graduate of the same
school. Her special interests
include painting, swimming,
tennis, and sewing. She
plans to attend college this
fall.
Klmber LeAnn Baker, 16,
is the daughter of Bettye L.
and Robert A. Baker, 1009
Sharpe Street, Murray.
Sponsored by Homeroom
11A at Calloway County High
School, she will be a senior
there this fall. Her special intereats include swimming,'
skating, bowling, horseback'
riding, skiing, Pep Club Stui
dent Council, and SAEI
member. Her future plansl
are to study biology in col-I .
lege planning toward al
health career.
,
Susan Anderson, 18, is thel
daughter of Glenda and Buddy Anderson of Murray)
Route 2. Sponsored by Dan:
McNutt's MFA,she is a 1981 1
graduate of Calloway County'
High School. Her special in-1
terests include meeting new
people, conversation, DECA 1
Club, and skating. She plans I
attend school studying in I
the area of business.
Lisa Russell, 17, is the
1
'
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Russell, 15031
Sycamore Street, Murray.'
Sponsored by the Murray
High Tri-Alpha, she will be al
senior at- Murray High
School this fall. Her special
interests include spech and
theatre, band, writing, and
her activities in Tri Alpha •
and French Club. She plans •
begin her college education at Murray State University.

A Series of
Gospel Meetings

PRESTON COTHAM
Evangelist
Hillsboro, Texas
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Ladies Summer Blouses
All Ladies Shorts
OFF Junior & Misses Summer Slacks •
All Men's Levi Shoes
One Group Men's Fashion Jeans

2
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•
10,

We
WI
Be Open
July 4th
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This Is Your Invitation

Coldwater
Church Of Christ

Kim Canady

Le
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All Ladies Jeans (Excipudirg
All Men's Fashion Jeans
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$700 off Men's Summer Shirts

$1000
*

One Group Ladies Jeans
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DOWN
1 Tour
2 Sun go
3 High c/

$ 900"66"Bendover
I
Jeans
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Lisa Russell
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r DIXIELAND CENTER "-r1
The

Bob Haley, Local Minister

On Chestnut

Welcomes
The Following Businesses:

We Have It All For
"Home Improvement Week"
6.

•

•Watkins of Mtirray

Briggs Paint
Interior Et Exterior

*Dishes N'Things

•Murray Leather Co.
*The Kirby Co. of Murray
*The Honey Tree

"DAP"Products For
Spackling-Glazing-Caulking

NU-TOP
Rubberized Driveway Coating
and Phonic Cement

01
H.

Shop All These Fine Stores In The Dixieland Center

BULK GARDEN SEED
*Electric lit Gas Powered Trimmers
*Mowers *Tillers•Yard Swings
*Mail Boxes and Posts
*Yard Roast •Fiersd and Pressure Sprayers
eliprescisrs for Fertilizer Et Seed
*Loiters and Garden Fortizers
*Garden Hose
*Chicken Coop Fence-Garden Fence

—Buckingham Ray, Ltd.
—Space For Rent-1820 sq.ft.
Dor Mae Shop
—Blackford House Gallery
—Town & Country Dress Shop
Beauty Box

Partner Saws

—Dishes N'Things
—Honey Tree
—Wild Raspberry
Murray Leather Co.
—The Green Door
—The Kirby Co. Of Murray
—The Karate Center

—Sunset
Boulevard
—Spoke &Pedal
—Watkins of Murray
— Headlines
—Space For Rent
1700 Sq. Ft.

Hemmers

Join The Progressive Business In The
Dixieland Center!

Coining and Freezing Supplies
Olenders-FAixers-Juicers
Food Processors

•

HARRELLTVARM CituNIE SUPPrf
CALLOWAY
HWY 94F

r•

4,111.*
‘.
411111111

*COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
MURRAY KY
753-7862
•
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Ledger Article Reprinted On July 4, 1892,Thresher Accident
The following article concerns a tragedy that occurred on July 4, 1892 and appeared in the Murray Ledger
of that date.
The article was brought to
the office of The Murray
Ledger 8c Tines by Mrs.
Edgar Morris, granddaughter of Albert Beaman,.
who was killed in the accident. Mrs. Morris, daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Harrison of Murray, said
that her grandfather was only 35 years old when the accident occurred and it left her
grandmother a widow at the
age of 27 with six children.
One of the other children of
Mr. and Mrs. Beaman is
Mrs. Wade Crawford, now a
patient at the Westview Nursing Home,Murray.
The news article is written

in different places talking to it, so that when cold water
was let into the boiler, it
one another.
Presently the engineer, caused an explosion. Some
Mr. Albert Beaman, think that in moving the
discovered the water was engine to Mr. Orr's that the
getting rather low in the jolt on rough ground caused
glass tube to the boiler. and the bolts at the top and botremarked to some of the tom of the glass tube to
boys near him that he guess- tighten so that it kept the
ed he had better run a little steam and water from the
water in the boiler while they boiler from entering the
were waiting for the other glass tube, and of course,
hands to return from the what little that was in the
house, and he stepped to the tube remained after the bolts
inspirator and set it to work- had tightened. This, it is
thought, the engineer failed
ing.
In less time than it takes to to discover, and thinking all
tell it there was an explosion, the time, by what water was
the engine and boiler being in the tube,there was a suffiliterally demolished and in- ciency, he was in no great
stantly killing the engineer, hurry to run more into the
Albert Beaman, besides boiler,and by the time he did
wounding nine others,four of stfirt to pump more water
whom fatally and their de/1W''tie holler was perfectly dry,
is expected at almost any which caused the explosion
moment, if they are not instantly.
Pieces of the engine and
already dead.
The exact cause of the ex- boiler were blown in every
plosion is not definitely direction, and some parts a
known, but it is believed that considerable distance. The
the water gauge had from dome that was on the boiler
some cause gotten out of was blown high into the air
Answer to TbersdaY's Puzzle
order and that the water in passed over the tree tops and
0000U
IDUFUU the boiler was exhausted and fell on a horse hitched in
UOUNIUU MODEM the gauge failed to indicate front of Elisha Orr's yard, a
OU UU0011170 UU
UU12 OUCOU UMO
UBUID OM MUM
MOO MODULI
OMOU MOO
UMUUOU UMUU
DUI= EMU UCCU
EMU UUUMU
012 UMIQUOULI MC
OUUULO UUUMUL
Frausserake
MUM
MCOUU
FORVIONDAY,JULYS,1901

in the style common in
newspapers in the latter part
of last century.
• • •
On last Monday afternoon
on the farm of Joe Orr,two
miles west of Crossland,
there occurred one of the
saddest and most destructive accidents that ever happened in our county.
Orr, Beaman and Co.'s
steam thresher had gone to
Joe Orr's to thresh his crop
of wheat, and after getting
the machinery in position
and had made a short run of
about 30 bushels, the
thresher was stopped for
some purpose and while a
part of the crowd went to the
house with what wheat that
had been threshed, those
who remained on the
grounds were standing about

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Slight tinge
6 Rent
11 Embellished
12 Dinnerware
items
14 Calif. city
15 Profited spiritually
17 Compass pt
18 Hail!
20 Babylonian
herb
21 Fruit drink

22 Lairs
24 Unit
25 Stalk
26 Click
bootie
28 Guides

4 Give up

5 Lou Grant's
job
6 Backbones
7 Entreaty
8 Youngster
9 Pronoun
10 Delicate
11 Forest
clearing
13 Appears
16 Cooler
19 Empowers
21 Studio
23 Bog down
25 Trades for
money
27 Before
29 Stalemate
36 Expunges
47 Plunge
32 Rye, for one 37 Train station 48 Time period
33 Eagles' nests 40 Cashew
51 Compass pt.
34 Backcombs 43 Saucy
53 Printer's

30 Prohibit
31 Sick
32 Swan Lake
35 Withstand
44 Grafted: Her,
35 Depended on
124
38 Irish dance
39 Compass pt.
if
41 Withered
12
42 Bitter vetch
43 Hesitation
45 Talk, mod

measure

Your Individual
Horoscope

What kind of day will tomor- LIBRA row be? To find out what the (Sept.23to
- Oct.22)
stars say, read the forecast
Much of what you hear now
given for your birth Sign.
is not true. Be sure you read
the signals correctly in a
romantic situation. Try to
ARMS
avoid gossip.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 191 44149A
SCORPIO
Despite progress on the job, (Oct.
23to Nov.21) tn.'eitC"
you may be somewhat irYou'll get helpful advice in
ritable towards nightfall. the morning.
Later, a row
Keep calm. Anger will under- Could erupt
between you and a
mine your efficiency.
friend over a financial question.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
ititO
(Nov.nto Dec.21) —
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Handle important business
After having a good time,
it's unfair to complain about early in the day. Family or
the costs. You may be a bit partnership matters compete
uncertain of your feelings in for your attention. Avoid
romance.
escapism after dark.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May21 toJune20)
(Dec. 21 to Jan.19)
Don't become impatient
Travel, partnerships and
with a family member. After a business matters are best
pleasant time, your irritabili- dealt with during the prety could alter a favorable first evening hours. Later, cornimpression.
plications may arise.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22) GO (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Get in touch with others earThough your ideas are good
ly in the day. Later, a concerning a financial matter,
somewhat confusing note It will be difficult to arouse
enters the picture. Be careful supportfrom others at the prewhen traveling.
sent time.
LEO
PISCES
(July 23toAug.22),
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XC.'
Shopping and financial tranThe day begins on a harsactions are favored early in
monious note, later, family
the day. Later, don't argue
problems may tax your
with a friend or be careless resources. You may not know
with possessions.
how to handle an older
VIRGO
relative.
(Aug.23toSept.22)
YOU BORN TODAY are
You'll enjoy important inethical and responsible. You'll
troductions. Soft-pedal difmake a fine contribution to
ferences with a higher-up. A community betterment
family member seems to be are often found in public and
sersomewhatinconsistent.
vice and government You
work well with groups and are
COMPE:NSATION VARIES attracted to education and
NEW YORK(AP) — Com- welfare work. The business
pensation for outside com- side of the arts may especially
appeal to you.
antipany directors varies widely ques, millinery,Jewelry,
and interior
in form and amount, accor- design are some of the fields in
ding to "The Corporate which you'll find happiness.
Directorship," a study You may also have a talent for
recently issued by American art, literature and acting. Birthdate of Mery Griffin, TV
Management Associations.
star; Dorothy Kirsten, opera
The regular meeting fees singer;
and Janet Leigh, acfor outside directors of the tress.
1,057 companies surveyed
range from $25 to $20,000 per
Meeting. However, amounts
of $200, $300 and $500 are
most common.
Also, outside directors are
paid either a yearly retainer
or a fee per meeting. In some
cases they receive both.
Retainers for outside
directors range from $50 to
$55,000 per year, with the
majority between $2,000 and
$11,000.

11 11111111161
11 61
'4
Ill 61
lig•
'
8
61
61
style
46 Three-toed'
111161
61
sloth
6111111161
616111111
47 Predetermine
49 — what!
la
50 Fond wish
mil mu•111 61u
•
l 1111
52 Main or
54 Clans
Id
6161U
55 Lions and
Tigers
wuu.
61
II
ill WIN
WN
1 Tour
lil
WM
61 lil
2 Sun god
a
61
3 High card
24

Elm

Sale
JulyONClearance
ALL ACCESSORIES
VETTER SOUND

I

Acta

4fica

I Radio Housing

I

Special Deals
On Tires, Largest
Selection In
The Area

4092
'
OVERBY 753
"ls''
hONDA Murray,
Ky.

mow vor

Certified Public Accountants
are pleased to announce that

will recover.
Noah Wilson, son of J. U..
Wilson, scalded in the fac;.
and eyes. He will recover.
Loney Paschall escaped
with no other injuries except
one bone in one of his legs
.
broken.
The above is about as correct a report as can be gleaned and the Ledger feels
under obligations to Mr. J.
W. Crisp in getting the notes
and reporting same to this
office.
Between 20 and 30 persons
were at work about the
thresher when running, and
had not a part of them gone
to the house to carry some
wheat, the result of the explosion might have been
more serious than it was. As
stated in the outset, this is
one of the most disastrous
accidents that ever happened in this section. All the parties killed and injured are 4
members of the best families
of the county.

"ATTENTION"
SCHOOL,RESTAURANT,
& INSTITUTIONAL
OPERATIONS

ESTERSON
Your Full Line \I (it' Distributor
Takes Pleasure In Inviting
You and Your Guests To A

FOOD SHOW
Displays, New Ideas and
Gigantic Savings

Wed.,July 8, 1981
9:00 A.M. until 5:00 P.M.
Elks Lodge Convention Center
Paris, Tenn.
Refreshments Gifts Door Prizes
Grand Prize -- Trip for 2to Jamaica
(8 days — 7 nights)

Area Sales Representatives'
Mike Davidson
901-642-6509

have breerratirnitted-to-the-firrrros,ptirtners-,
effective July 1, 1981
Office Hours
8 ct.m. to5 p.m.

•-

OPY AVAILABLE

on the opening

of Grafather's Pizza
of Murray.
We wish you the best in the future.

Robert T., Cunningham, CPA
and
'
Jerry W Wilson, CPA

301 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky

torn off his body, only the
neckband to his shirt remaining. His condition is
almost a hopeless one, and
he cannot possibly recover.
Preston Orr, son of W. D.
Orr, was struck in the head
by a piece of the machinery,
and a hole knocked in his
forehead, causing hiaybrain
to ooze out, etc. He was
scalded but very little,
though his injuries are of
such a nature that he cannot
live.
Fidella Myers,son of S. M.
Myers, severely scalded
about the face and head. He
may probably recover, but it
is feared that he will lose his
eyesight entirely.
Asa Webb, son of S. H.
Webb, had his limbs bruised
severely but no ,bones
broken. He is also slightly
scalded, but ylrecover.
Edward Lee Orr, son of J.
W. Orr, scalded in the face,
shoulder knocked out of
place and ankle scalded. He
is not dangerously hurt and

-T.:CONGRATULATIONS!

RICHARDSON, TREVATHAN and HOWE

14-

distance fully two hundred and numerous friends.
yards away, and knocked
Bracey Orr, the 18-yearabout all the flesh from the old son of Elisha Orr, bad his
animal's left hip. He was so left leg broken, his foot torn
badly injured that he could off at the ankle, and the flesh
never recover and was torn into a perfect jelley
knocked in the head and kill- from above the knee to the
ankle, besides being badly
ed.
scalded about the body. He
Below we give a list of the died Monday night from the
injured and dead, as effects of his injuries. Burial
was in the Oak Grove
reported by eye-witnesses;
Albert Beaman, the graveyard yesterday.
engineer, a gentleman, well
Isaac Orr, also a son of
known in the county and ex- Elisha Orr, aged about 16
perienced miller, was in- years, died yesterday mornstantly killed. His body was ing from injuries received.
found between 40 and 50 He was scalded in the face,
yards from where the engine both legs broken below the
stood, his neck was broken,a knees and flesh all torn from
small gash cut In his one leg. The attending physiforehead and his body badly cians, Drs. Alexander and
scalded. His remains were Mason, amputated the limb
interred in the Sinking Spr- that was so badly injured
ing graveyard Tuesday Tuesday evening.
evening, with funeral serClaudia Orr, son of Bedvices by Revs. J. H. Cole and ford Orr, aged about 15
J. D. Outland, He was aged years, was scalded all over
about 35 years and leaves a his body, was blown about20
family, a widowed mother, yards from where the boiler
several brothers and sisters stood, and all his clothing

Danny Dunn
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1A)Vallig
2. Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1

2. Notice

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted •

15. Articles For Sale 26. TV-Radio

ii

32. Apts. For Refit

Craft Sal
and mac
handmadi
Store on
- Wert*,
--Fier pa
Antiques,
clothes,
lacated 3
• Oid
church.
Saturday.
Gargle Sr
4th. Chint
tor, ridini
silver d
bargins.
Garage
Saturday,
of men
Melrose,
Moving
goes. Cul
househok
etc. Call 4
Three p
Saturday,
. House of
lot. 14
East.
Yard sali
items. Hi
Ky. 8-5,
day.
Yard sal!
(behind
School.) I
car seat
porta cril
and som
day only,
rains.

Duplex for rent; 2 b.
drowns, all kitchen applian"Color
25
ces, Central heat araLigu.
Listed here Is i reach reference
loam
TV
central vacuum system.
that. will quickly help you locate
16.
Home
753-8146w 753-2437.
S25 Dews
.$IO.NO ott areib
the classification you are lookmg
Furnishings
for.
;25 A Numb
e•gy el die ad.
Equal housing opportunity
1. Legal Notice
Char Warmer
For sale: Early American
for those who qualify. Cali
Vorsom's
2. Notice
Open Day Ill I P.M.
end
couch,
Maple
Murray Manor Apartments,
tables
3. Card of Thanes
Weston'
and coffee table. All in
753-$668 from 9:00 to
4.14 Movwxy
CLAYTOWS
12:00, -cri,onday through
excellent condition. Call
Shortcake S. Lost and Found
Strawberry
Store
Across from Ille
S. Help Wanted
753-6341
5
after
pm.
Friday.
First
arrived.
have
friends
%Pre* Plaza
I. Situation Wanted
come, first served! Coast to le. But Opportunity
Open 9 am.to 9 p.m.
Good used refrigerator. Call 27. mobile Home sales Extra nice, unfurnished, 2
753-7113
Coast Hardware.
1353- MEMPIIIS, TN., 30101
11. Instructions
bedrooms, kitchen applian489-2839 after 6 PM
10 x 55 Trailer, excellent ces furnished, central heat
12. Insurance
Moving. Must sell GE condition. 753-1551 nights,
13. For Sale or Trade
and air, carpet, washer,
washer, Zenith TV, Krohler 753-9104 days.
14. Want To Buy
WIN
do
baby
sitdryer hookup, lease and
2Notice
2. Notice
15. Articles For Sale
couch, Lane recliner, queen
SPECIAL
trailer. deposit required, reting in my home or
16. Home Furnishings
dible Facts. Free store for
size bed, many more items. 12 x 40 Clean, used
Call 753-7438.
SALE
ferences required. Available
17. Vacuum Cleaners
just watch child
the needy. 759-4600
Call 753-0119.
Fast, dependable farm
18. Sewing Machines
August 1st. No pets.
Satellite
Antennas.
See
Trailer.
60
x
12
for
a
short
time
11. Farm Equipment
Nice bunk beds with
and truck tire service.
759-1750.
Trailer
Dill's
from
Dill,
direct
Boy
Branden
We make house calls PicZO. Sports Equipment
while 'manta' rims
mattresses, dark wood.
753 - 8500,
Coll
For
rent, furnished apartCt.
Manufectoror. 180 TV
21. Monuments
tures of your family set
Also, portable, regulationto town. Call 436Economy Tire & Ser22. Musical
New Concord.
ment.
home
Stations. 602-622bedroom,
two
60
x
12
Very
size
basketball goal.
25911.
23. Exterminating
Ask
I
for
vice.
month. Call
a
$80.00
2290
Carter Studio
I
sturdy. Call 753-6376 after partially furnished. Can
24. Miscellaneous
436-2427.
Judi.
753-9704.
Services
5:00.
153 8298
25. Business
300 Moon
26. TV-Rarho
Whet Green shag rug. - 12 x 65 TwO bedroom, 2 Furnished one bedroom
27. Mobile Home Sales
condition. Call 753- baths, furnished, central apartment. Private entrGood
28. Mob Home Rents
heat and air, $4,950. Call ance. Close to MSU. Call
5321.
21. Heating-Cooling
753-7418.
Rental
Business
75.3-0528.
30.
PERHAPS YOU'D CARE
I-115
YOUR STUPID
I COULD HAVE WON!
17.
I ADA,7
Vacuum
Rent
To
Want
31.
TO INVEST IN SOME
CAM,/
SHOULDN'T
CAWS THREW
I WAS 60016 TO TURN
1975 12x60 Furnished Looking for a nice, low
32. Apts. For Rent
Cleaners house
CHOICE REAL ESTATE
HAVE THROWN
PRO AND BECOME RICH!
ALL MY CLUBS INSULTED
trailer, washer/dryer, priced, furnished or unfor Rent
Rooms
33.
NEAR NEEPLEGNifCARP:
ME SR!
YOUR CLUBS
THE'LAKE!
air-conditioner, furnished -one- bedroom
dishwasher,
34. Houses For Rent
and
Used vacuums, $5.95
IN ON TOP
Rent
Farms
For
4
gi335.
utility pole and box, and apartment? Call 753-3949.
up. Call 753-9927.
OF HIM..
36. For Rent Or Lease
underpinning. 753-5867.
Nice furnished one bed20. Sports
37. Livestock-Supplies
room
apartment: Inquire at
sale: 1970 Cambridge
38. Pets-Supplies
Equipment For
39. Poultry-Supplies
mobile home with 7' tilt 100 S. 13th St.
40. Produce
Model 59, 9rpm, automatic out living loom, large One and 3 bedroom
41. Public Sale
Smith and Wilson fickle
12x24 factory add on furnished apartments adYOU HAVE LOTS OF TIME
I COULD RAVE BEEN A
LOOK AT THE WAY
42. Home Loans
plated.% pistol. $300. Call
2 baths, central joining M.S.U. Call 753/
bedroom, 11
S
YET, SR -.WOMEN'
FAMOUS PRO,TOO, MARCiE
43. Real Estate
JOANNE CARNER HITS
753-8184.
GOLF 15 STILL ON
heat and air, fully carpeted, 3134.
IF YOU HADN'T THROWN
44. Lots For Sale
THAT GOLF BALL
to
person
reliable
Need
THE UPSWING...
c'
MY CLUBS IN TM- LAKE..
45. Farms For Sale approximately 1080 sq. ft. Three room apartment with
babysit part-time with two The Pistol People: Invest in
46. Homes For Sale
children in my house. Must a feeling of security, largest living space. Call 436-5675. basement. Elderly couple or
47. Motorcycles
be experienced and have variety, lowest priced, no Trailer in lot. One block one elderly person. Call
41. AutO. Services
49. Used Cars
references. Call 753-9927. registration or red tape in
from East Elementary. 753-6819.
50. Used Trucks
Kentucky. Country Boy
Locust Drive. 753-0258.
take
and
in
live
to
Someone
Vers
9
of
Store,
miles
west
care of elderly lady. Call
two acre lot at Lynn Grove, 34.'Houses For Rent
52. Boats and Motors
Hopkinsville junction KY
753-2582.
Offered
or
Services
53.
/53-3681
AND THERE'S TOO
THERE'S TOO
10 x 42 Detroiter Trailer, 3 bedroom furnished
I
n.1 G P IP ,
.
r-i
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
54. For Trade
MUCH EAR
MUCH AIR
well and septic. 12 x house, for three college
good
NANCY---GO OUT
man,
WANTED: Woman or
12-5,(502)885-5914.
55. Feed And Seed
POLLUTION INSIDE
POLLUTION
pump
)
house, 24 x 20 girls. For Fall semester.
14
AND TAKE
.e BOO° f
hand
with
good
time,
part
56. Free Column
fl1
v, ...e...yr.K
OUTSIDE '---A WALK
Lot seper- Near -University. Call 753$10,500.
garage,
57. Wanted
work, especially wood, 22.
a
-4 ROI-Ai3
Musical
ate, $8400. Trailer, $2300. 4974small pieces. Send
IP
Lill 753-5973.
qualifications and exExtra nice three bedroom
Pormastont
perience to Box 1040-A,
Rents
PIANO IN
Home
Mob.
28.
house located in Murray.
•
Position
Murray.
STOIAGE
Bedroom, Moody Mobile $495 per _month; security
2
Wanted
riotrtifol
Home Park. 160 per month. deposit And I year. lease
Wantea, Body Repair man.
Will watch elderly
fond kali. Reported
required. No pets. Call .
$50 deposit. 753-8411.
Apply at Taylor Truck Body
w.Respeadble party
woman at. her home
umumusems...e,ss,...
•
or 753-0839.
436-2935
SAW THAT SAME
Repair, Rt. 4, Murray, KY •
HE GAVE A GOOD CAKE
.
(
For rent, nice two bedroom
he ethig snip ea low
Call
night.
or
day
TV SHOW
CALLS
IT
753-5617.
-BUT
RECIPE
trailer, tear East Elemen- House for rent. Located on
halsees. Write
759-4189 after 2:30
FOR MOLASSES-I'LL
*Ai Pleas, kc.,
and
disc
to
Want
someone
tary. $130 a month, plus 12th St., near University.
p.m.
HAVE TO BORROW
seed 441101. Weds
Two bedroom, partially' 753-2467.
Call
deposit. Call 753-1873.
yard.
level
-\_...SOME FROM IRMA
'
warker.
753-8146 or •
furnished.
near
trailer
,
Two bedroom
Igdgs.
Storage
1.
763-2437.
carAtari Space Invaders
Murray, no pets. Call
tridges. Coast to Coast Custom Built portable
Panorama Shores lake front
489-2611.
MUSIC
Hardware.
buildings. Call 753-0984.
house, private boat ramp, 2,
Two bedroom trailer, Ledutility room,
bedrooms,
LESSONS
a
Metal storage shed, 8x10
$60
Rd.
Church
better
appliances.
kitchen
garage,
SPECIAL
e
llf
ft. $150. 759-1139.
month. 354-6144.
Organ,
Piano,
Utilities included. Deposit
Up to 75% off on all
few.,
9. Situation Wanted guitar beginners 29. Heating-Cooling and references requested.
LET'S CHECK
YOUR CAPTAIN SAID
Jewelry. Purchase
YOUR PULSE
))
You HAD PROBLEMS,
and
(•-•
more
or
$100.00
Will work on lawn:mowers.
or advanced child
(T"
Whirlpool air-conditioner, 436-2484.
BUT YOU LOOK OKAY
get a sot of 14kt gold
753-0751.
Call
BTU, $250. Call
25,000
or adult.
earrings. A large
36. For Rent Or Lease
489-2292.
diamond
Business
10.
selection of
CLAYTON'S
AWL
90id
Need It?
30. Business Rental
r1h110,
Opportunity
HOME
chains, etc. to chOose
Rest Id
ENTERTAINMENT
train.'
$350 weekly, stuffing
so.
Portable
Mial
GOLD b
envelopes. No gimick.s. For
CENTER
Crams
Wareham*
information, send self
SILVER
753-7575
We got It wed mocb,,
addressed, stamped enPAWN SHOP
Storage Salm
muds more.
velope to Bob, Seward
Ofweipic
For Rod
us
Miscellaneo
24.
saws
Road, Stoneburn, Mass.
Shopping Center
753-4758
...Bur REALLY...
REMTAL SAttS
1979, 8x16 utility trailer,
iT'S OKAY TO TRY \
02180.
Open a.rn.to II pin.
electric
TO MAKE THINGS
793-7113
CENTER
Immediate opening, in tandum axle,
31. Want To Rent HOMEY WHEN YOU'RE
759-4423.
Call
brakes.
the
On
TN.
Camden,
•
ON BIVOUAC...
Wanted: nice, furnished,
job training, requires art- 20 Amp service pole with one bedroom apartment for
'What we do best is care. istic talent, good manual 25' copper lead in wire.
2001. Mei 753-8201
Vi a
81-82 college year. Good
Needline, 753-6333.
dexterity, willingness to $250. 753-5767.
references. Write Mike
Livestock4111...4
learn. Work hard. OpportunHP self propelled Fraser, 5931 Martin Ln., 37.
-1*
'TUCK'S DISCOUNT ity for career advancement. 4Greencraft
Supplies
lawnmower. Like Bartlesville, OK 74003.
Apply with personal in- new,$125. Call 753-8184.
PANELING &
32. Apts. For Rent
formation to Box 1040-Z.
SUPPLY INC.
Carpert Stretcher. Roberts lwo -bedroom apartments in &eddies, Orioles, Melds,
7 .4
Nets, if it's Metter
Jr. power stretcher with attractive setting, carpeted, kits,
we cas fix itI I
12. Insurance
IT COSTS PRACTICALLY
trim'wall
extras, Roberts
NOTHING TO FERO
central heat. and air,
MISlAY
mer, Roberts electric seam- kitchen appliances furHIM
LUNAR
'
and
new
like
All
ing iron.
nished, washer/dryer hook
COMPANY
extra goad condition. 489- up. 753-7550, or 753-7559.
2706, after 5. Nikko/Sag,CI,.
Two bedroom, partly fur'Pm SWOT
For sale: 1969 _Chevy
basement apartMalibu, 1965 Homette nished No windows, central
meta.
mobile home, 1967 18' heat and air, all utilities REE MAR ARABIANS,:
Mark Twain boat. All in
furnished, cable available. Purebreds for sale. Trained,;._
good condition. • By day, Couples or girls only. Igo and started. 753-6126 of:
QUAUTT DISCOUNT
'527-3730, by night, 437- smoking, no children, no 753-8467.
Visitors.
14. Want To Buy
PANIUNG
4521.
welcome.
with
per
month
$200
pets.
PAstuT
•
to
buy
Want
atrw000
•
Comic books.
•114.401140 MATERIALS
in good shape. Book Rack. For sale: Dorm size re- $100 deposit. North 16th For sale: 30 bred heifers,.;
• KITCHEN CAIINITS
frigerator. Practically new. St Ext., 11
2 miles North of $500 per round. Your pick.,•
/
ve
753-4821.
• RATHROCM
489-2169.
• ROOFING mATERLALS
121 Bypass. 753-1310.
48 to choose from. SOITIO'
Large aquarium. 753-0089.
•EXTERIOR SIOONG
For sale: Shop air- Two bedroom duplex on black, some whitefaced;:,
P30.530 MON NIS
Used chest freezer. Call compressor, 10 hp, gas Doran Rd. Appliances Call 753-3625.
100 PM
•s
I 740
Wy
436-2438.
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird furnished. Available July 38. Pets-Supplies .
Martin, Tn
..
15. Articles For Sale body, good shape, $275. 1st. 759.4130 or 753-9898. Dog obedience classes a*
753-8127..
Call
Two bedroom, in Nor- fun for you and your dog. 4:
Large yellow Sweet Corn,
and plums. 753-4725. Lattice panels for screens thwood. Carpet and be- sport all ages can enjoy,
3. Card of Thanks
and decorative use, both amed ceilings, washer and Discover the thrill If
Floyd McKenzie.
interior and exterior. dryer, and all kitchen knowing how your dot
A Word of Thanks
140w AIFIOuT THE GoLDE
Oak and Hicliory firewood Murray Lumber Co.
appliances furnished. No really communicates. 431i;
BEACH„EneN,,AND THEN
peowonderful
many
the
To
cut to order. 436-2805.
THE SKULL CAVE a
ple who helped- make our
fishing!" Red pets. $265 per month. 2858. .
go
"Lit4
60th anniversary a day of Oregon chain saw chains, wdrms, Nite crawlers, fresh 753-0814.
For sale: Adorable Persist;
3/8" pitch. For 16" .bar, from bed to box. Free cane
Joy and Pleasure.
kittens. CFA, ACFA cham$8.99.
bar,
20"
or
$7.99,
We take this means of say-poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
pionship bloodlines. Coss
ing THANK YOU for your Wallin Hardware.
Rt. 6, Box 325 (Irvin Cobb
pletely trained to mai(
presence at our reception, Potting soil 40 lbs; top soil Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
to
housepets„ Papit
lime
excellent
lie
is
Now
for the many cards, flowers, 40 lb.; peat humus 40 lb.; Phone 436-5894.
•
753-8291.
available.
move to Ihe Embassy
and phone calls we receiv- cow manure 40 lb.; lawn Riding mower, 8 HP,;150.
For sair Golden Hempsteni::
ed through your kindness...•lime-60.b&- all•$1.99. Play ,Call 753-8895.
OH-YES.
Aparlmeoh. Two Cali
4354158 after 3 PM.
May God bless you all.
VICAIDERFuL
sand 55 lbr, $2.89. Central
apatimeet
Treated rustic and basket
bedroom
Max and Mavis Hurt.
Shopping Ch.
40. Produce
BYE-E1YE„ HAvE .4
weave fencing in stock. For
e000 -rime...
•
153Fount
Cal
&
5.1.011t
met
Iv
For sale: Sweet corn. Cif
Rockwell 46010 wood information, call Murray
44"0,
1,
before 3 PM,49278991.
7/4
Lost Lady's gold watch, in lathe, stand and cutting Lumber Co. 753-3161.
4331 0513530.
.
June 27. tools.
125. Excellent
Mw
--Wmf-end--barepeerporood•r
i011
-;-14ner order Tial?••tird bunt
ANTRIM
lost, female German Tomato juicer, Victorian seasoned wood. Call 436Two Thadroom partiellr
black and tan. 200. No sties, coring or 2758. _
All day begiiNg al 19.
furnished apartments.
very shy. Has block spot cooking does a bushel in 26.Tv4tadio
419. Align City
weClean, no pets. Deposit and
over each eye. Lad WM in 30 Minutes, $23.99. Berry
Sinking Springs eme, At 71 screen or grape spiral, RCA Selectseision video references required. $130 Ed ley. 4$
14224141. $6.99. W81119 Harigyere, disc elver. New,$400. Cell and $175 monthly. Phone Jaime& ilumodt..Tum"";
Ulf,cONICL
ntirr Wow:Aso",417VEN7U+10.
767-2548.
Paris.
753-8731.
Reward.
Sposlel

Massey-Ferguson Credit Corporation will offer the following.
repossessed equipment for sale to the highest bidder for cosh(Financing upon approved credit).
EQUIPMENT, AU 2675 Tractor, SN No 98002217; Mt 68 Cutter 5N No. 1863; Krause Disc 5N NO. 1393; MF82 Plow SN
.60844; Graham Plow SN No. 7070, DATE OF SALE: July
13, 1981; TIME Of SALE: 2:30 P.M PLACE OF SALE Stokes
Tractor & Implement Co. , Industrial Road, Murray, Ky
42071. The equipment will be sold as is; wtiere is without
worranty. For further information. Contact Roger IA
MASSEY •FERGUSON CREDIT CORPORATION- P.0.BO

Roomy Rows

- WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

4

Auto mechanic or muffler
installer. Experience or
education required. Salary
negotiable; full time. Action
Personel, 753-6532.
Car dealer's mechanic. All
types of mechanical work
done for car dealers only.
Call 759-1275.
Do you need a job, and
hope for the future? Are you
16 to 19 years old, no high
school diploma or G.E.D.; a
school drop-out of 9
months or more, unemployed?. Call Calloway
County High School (7535479, ask for Jim Nix.)
Experiencd body man
needed. Apply in person, or
call Century Auto Sales,
810 Sycamore. 753-7169.
Experienced sales -person.
Call 753-2500.
HOMEMAKERS!!! Earn extra cash! Work your own
hours. MERRI-MAC needs
several dealers in your area
to offer our line of toys,
gifts and home decor items
on the party plan.)High
commission. No fnvestment, delivering or collecting. Car and phone needed.
Call toll free: 1-800-5539077 or write: MERRI-MAC
ois;31n St, Dubuque,
100w1a15a2ck
8

Used pine lumber, window,
doors, central gas heat and
air unit. Call 753-8649.
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Craft Sale Dried flowers
and macrame items, all
handmade At Burkeen's
Store on Hwy. 94. All day
Saturday, July 4th.
Five party yard sale.
Antiques, antique furniture,
clothes, misc. items.
Located 3 miles South 121,
on Old Salem Rd. Next to
church. Thursday, Friday,
Saturday.
Garage Sale, Saturday, July
4th. China closet, refrigerator, riding lawnmower, old
silver dollars, lots of
bargins. 707 Sycamore.
Garage Sale, Friday and
Saturday, 7 AM-5 PM. Lots
of merchandise. 1708
Melrose, 753-7904.
Moving sale. Everything
goes. Cultivator, chickens,
household items, furniture,
etc. Call 489-2330.
Three party yard sale,
Saturday, July 4th. BIT
House of Ceramics parking
lot. 14 miles out on 94
East.
Yard sale,Avon and other
items. Highway 641, Hazel
Ky. 8-5, Friday and Saturday.
Yard sale, 1705 Johnson
(behind Murray High
School.) Infant accessories:
car seat, dressing table,
porta crib, play pet; toys,
and some clothing. Saturday only, 7-4. Cancelled if
rains.
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43. Real Estate

41. Pubic Sale

Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included...convenient location between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...7531492.

PLAN YOUR PICTURE
WINDOW FOR LAKE
iO4
VIEWS - No. in
ACRE 14/L Lake-new lot ia
across road from Main Kentucky Lake, has access to
boat ramp and picnic area.
Blacktop road frontage.
Power, water, phone
available. Turn your dream
house or cabin into a reality.
116200 owner financing

Strout Realty
lot- L. KENNON Ilrokel
1111 Cobawater Rd
Afraarray Ileolvaily 42071

Call 73341111(anytime)

4

Appraisal; - Cossetting - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
go•

CANTERBURY AT ITS BEST.
This home is just barely lived in. Features 3 bedrooms.
2 baths, and a spacious
great room with a large
beautiful fireplace. This
house is not only beautiful,
but is built for the practical
use of the everyday family.
The large kitchen and dining area are truly a blessing
to any harassed woman.
The private fenced back
yard and patio are perfect
for small ones in'your family. So for beauty and just
plain everyday living, you
must see this dream of a
house today. Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.

Three each, 2
Bedroom Trailers, gas
heat, window air, furnished, priced for
quick sole. Rents for
$450 per month.
Priced at $9,500.

713411211
•

Loi

L

lo
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& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

NEW
ATESBOROUGH
LISTING
conomical three
bedroom home only 3
years old. Home has
been meticulously
maintained both inside and out, has heat
pump heating and
cooling system,large
two-car garage with
storage area and attractively priced at
only $62,500. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for Real Service in Real Estate.
QUALITY SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF
Recently listed 3
bedroom brick home
on large, beautifully
landscaped lot in exc e lien t
neighborhood.
Features include living room with
fireplace, indirect
lighting and built-in
music system, formal dining room,
family room and
extra-large two-car
garage. Home has
recently
been
redecorated
throughout. Priced in
the 60's. Price just
reduced $3000. Phone
753-1222 for all the
details.

Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one $9750 can buy you this 4
floor plan makes the kit- bedroom house located on
chen, dining area, and liv- Hwy 280, on approximately
ing room practically one 2 acres with a smooth and
huge room with beamed lovely yard and nice shade
cathedral ceiling and in- trees. Has garden space,
direct lighting. The 3 also several outbuildings.
"Professional Services
bedrooms are in a quiet Come -let us show you this
With The Friendly Touch"
separate wing. Add 1 and one. Spann Realty AsFIVE MINUTES
'4 baths. This home has an sociates. 753-7724.
FROM CITY!!
assumable loan...priced in
This is a real buy -3
the low 40's. Call 753BUSINESS
B.R., 2 bath, B.V.
1492...0ffered by Century
OPPORTUNITIES
home, entry hall,
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Three houses, total
great room with
price, $1 5,000; Franfireplace, central
chise business for
Farms
heat and air,carport.
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
130 acre good cattle
A lot quality, ideal
dress shop for sale,
farm, 7 miles out 121
room arrangement
S. Call listing agent
$8,000.
for family living.
for more informaThis house is priced
Slaw".
tion.
to sell at $45,000.00.
Waldrop
75 acre farm near
Real Estate
New Providence.
PANORAMA
Oath Ulf Cooler-7144TN
Call listing agent for
SHORES
more information.
Waterfront home,
6 acre hog farm 1%
wooded lot, 3 B.R., 2
miles from town.
baths, 1 car garage,
Good well. Half acre
ultitao
spacious livingpond. Concrete block
room,
dining
hog barn. 3,000 white
cathedral ceiling,
753-1222
pine trees on properglassed wall for love1-1101711P5 UDR LIVII1G
ty.
ly lakeview. Electric
wall heat, central
IMPRESSIVE
air, (Basement level
RESIDENCE
bedroom, bath in.proximately 4500
litatrar4altsway
complete). Large
:q. ft. of living area
Coady Realty
deck, screened. A
in this 5 bedroom, 3
(502)7534144
bargain at $36,500.00.
bath Georgian style
3141. 12163),,
located where
home
4217!
Mvorrey.Ky.
city and County
Pier A. Asems-frehe;'
meet. Large living
room with marble
fireplace,formal dining room, den with
fireplace. Many extras in quality and
•PRESCRIPTIONS •ERESH FRUIT DRINKS
design with all the
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
appurtances of a tru*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
ly luxurious family
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
home. Manicured
lawn with a variety
Free Delivery.on Prescriptions in City limits
of flowering trees,
shrubs
flowers
cover 1% acres. Circular drive, brick
walkway and patio
accent this stunning
setting. Contact Kopperud Realty, 7531222, for Full-time
Boors
$10.00 amok.
Real Estate Service.
INVEST IN THE
Boob
$10.00 a $30.00 d
FUTURE
on South
Located
loses
$10.00 d
NM Resin
12th St., this property
has excellent potenBey a Nat and 6of
tial for a business
1/2 01 as
location. Currently
serving as rental proFeathered Not Bud
perty, it has two
bedrooms, one bath,
kitchen, living room
with fireplace and
den or dining. Adj
IP*

11:2

WALLIS DRUG

a

4th July Special
ree Levi Belt
WM Every $25.00 Purchase

s

VERNON'S
WESTERN STORE

' ample Sisepplog Center
Mrsrmikentweirjr_
Open9a.m.Is,p.a.Daily

MOBILE HOME
AND 15 ACRES
Located 5 miles west
of Murray on the Butterworth Road, this
choice tract has 8
tendable acres, 3
acres of woods, and 2
icturesque ponds in
a lovely setting. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living at an
affordable price in
the mid 20's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
details.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
with this private 5
acre fenced tract
near Kentucky Lake.
Situated beautifully
with a private drive
and stocked pond,
you can do some
great relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat. Concrete block basement
with roof goes with
the property. A real
buy at only ;13,500.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home team at
753-1222 for all thew
etails.

d

U.Lots For Sale
Murray's Newest

hordes & Theneas
laseraace
Real Estate.
Sootiest& Carr.Sq.
Kerrey,Kasteleky
753-4451

cornerors
may also be purchased. Priced at only

0
$21,110Main.

Realty,

711

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered 53. WOOS Offered

.46. Homes For Safi 49. Used Can

Exclusive Subdivision
.Woodgate Estates
Paved streets, curbs
and gutters. city water
and sewer, R-1 restrictions. Located on John.
ny Robertson Road.
Financing available.
.
Creekwood
Developers Inc.
753-4091

Lake front lots or five acre
wooded parcels near Kentucky Lake on Kirby
Jennings Trail (Ky 1918)
near Hamlin, Ky. Property
restricted to homes only.
Reasonably priced. Small
down payment balance
financed at 10% interest.
Ken Shores Estates. Inc.,
1111 Sycamore, 753-0101
or 753-7531.

46. Homes For Sale
Two-story cabin, two lOts.
Pine Bluff Shores. Furnished. Year round living;
insulated, atr-conditioned,
2 sun decks. $25,000.
753-5791, 759-,1074, 7532649.
Reasonably priced in the
$40s. Zoned for business or
residental use. Attractive 4
bedroom house with I and
2 baths, extra large living
1
a/
room with fireplace.
kitchen-dining area, large
utility room. Economical
gas heat. Central air
conditioning. Can be used
for office or residental or
both. One car garage. Large.
wooded lot. Near 12th and
Sycamore. Ken Shores
1111
Inc.
Estates,
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
753-7531.

Brick house in Coldwater,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, living
room and den, 2 car garage.
on large lot. $49,900 Call
753-2493 or 489-2145.Brick house, 2 yrs old
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
formal dining room, large
den, 2 car garage, concrete
drive. Large patio with
cedar fence House has
many extras Owner will
consider financing. See at
1809 Wiswill Rd., or call
753-0839 or 436-2935
For sale by owner, twobedroom home on a half
a
in Hazel. Needs some repair
work. May be seen by
appointment. Call 7538581. Priced at $17,000.
Loghouse with woodstove.
greenhouse, 1 acre, out2 bath, 1900
building, 11
/
sq. ft. Close to lake, easy
drive to Murray. $26,000.
436-5859.
Two bedroom home, overlooking Barkley Lake, woodburning fireplace, one acre
lot, furniture, $28,500. Will
separate, will accept late
model car or 1 ton truck in
trade. Call 924-5322

47. Motorcycles

1974 Triumph Spitfire low
mileage good condition
Call 489-2303
1976 AMC Hornet Wagon,
air conditioned cruise control, automatic, one owner.
Call 753-9341
1976 Ford Elite, good
Call
cogdition
$1750
76T-4454

1979 CHEVETTE
four door
local, one owner

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover, 7531873.
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.

1406W. Main
753.5315

1976 Mercury Monarch
Chia. mint condition.
Loaded with options. automatte windows and seats.
leather seats. FM stereo,
extra interior and exterior
decor trim. . Call Bill
Kopperud, 753-1222. Local
car, $2995.
1979 Coupe DeVille,
Cadillac, white Call 7934320.

1968 YZ100 for sale Call
after 5, 489-2483
1975 Honda CB-1255 street
JEEPS, CARS
bike, 1300 miles $500. I
TV
White
PICKUPS
and
Black
12"
from $35. Available
Call 753-3942
at local Gov't Auc1979 Moped. Good conditions. For Directory
tion, 120 M.P.G. $325
call Surplus Data cen753-3716.
ter 415-330-7800.
1979 Yamaha 80 $150
Call 437-4945
'75 Charger Daytona, p.s.,
p.b., air-conditioner. AM 1980 'Aiha
$895. Call 759-4712 after FM cassette stereo, C.B.
radio, antenna, air shocks,
6.
mags(cragers), 61,000
3 runner motorcycle trailer.
miles. $1600. 753-3716.
1400
at
Can be seen
Sycamore. $500. Call 753- 50. Used Trucks
0646, or 753-8849. After 6. 1966 Dodge Van. Excellent
759-1972.
condition. Automatic.
Yamaha GT-80. Good condi- $795. 759-4845.
tion $250. Call 753-7774.
1969 Ford Van. Clean. Best
48. Auto. Services
offer. Call 753-7675.
'78 Ford Van. Air. cruise,
tilt, tinted windows. PerElY
fect to customize. 753ANTIPARTS
4953. 759-4005.
slit ail se.,
Chevrolet 3+3, Crew Cab,
issetee,lisalleeky
chassis. V8 automatic.
and
Batteries, fires, air. Would
ideal hot
wiled 4.60f11, sate rod hauler.make
$1750. 759eseesseries. 24 hear 1739.

*who. Al.. a caw
piste Ilse el mod
ante parts.
753-SSOO
.'se ars

1966 Ford Fairlane, like
new. Call 437-4945 after 5
PM
1970 Buick Skylark, local,
one owner. Power steering
and air. Good second car.
Call 753-8096.
1974 Dodge Charger. For
sale, or will trade for
smaller car. Call 437-4125.

VW SILVER
ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL
Free Air conditioning
New
every
on
Volkswagen in stock.
Offer good through
July 4, 1981

S515.00146,

CARROLL VW
NO Omer
1534O50

Aluminum Servtce-Co.
aluminum and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References_ Call
Will Ed Bailey. 7530689

PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC

MITCHELL BLACKTOPPI
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing,
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed,
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873. Jack
Glover.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free
estimates! No job too
small!
Au-conditioning and complete appliance service.
759-1322
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction_
753-9822.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.
Big Joe's Small Engine
Repair, 808 Coldwater
Road, 753-8834. Chain
saws. lawn mowers, and
tillers. All makes. Andy
Elkins mechanic. Also have
used mowers for sale.

51. Campers
2 ton
1
Camper that fits on /
pickup with 8' long bed.
Has stove, double sink,
water tank, ice box, Porta
Potb, sleeps two, has
permanent storing jacks.
$600. Call 753-3941.
Walk-in camper for pickup:
sleeps 4. $350. Call
753-8895.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
14' Aluminum fishing boat,
10 HP Mercury motor and
Call
$600
trailer.
498-8585
14' bass boat with 50 HP
Evenrude motor and trolling
motor. Excellent condition.
$1700. Call 759-1233.
22' Venture sailboat. Motor,
trailer, and 3 sails. $5200.
436-5859.
28 ft. Harris flote boat.
Mock II series, excellent
condition, 120 HP 10. Many
extras. 502-753-4951.

53. Services Offered

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Bill's Upholstery. We give
your car, boat or furniture a
225 L. P. Miler St.(Across free Crearewerty Center) new look! Located behind
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Queen. Call
Dairy
751-8085.
Open Hours
MADE
AAA CUSTOM
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
CABINETS, bookcases.
music centers, etc
8-12 753-3685
Reasonable 436-2566
For Appointment
,COLDWATER LAWN &
SHOP.
GARDEN
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
chain saws, expertly
repaired. Pickup and
delivery available. 489Come in and register for a free 2853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
HOME REPAIR
Black & White Television Set. GENERAL
15 years experience carpenRegister hi store. No porches' try, concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding, things
necessary.
around the home. Free
Sylvania Solid State
estimates! No lob too small
$239.95 Call days 474-2359, 414Color TV
2276 evenings.

4th of July Special

$29.95
Special RAW TV Set
Large selection of knives,
mosical indresents, glassware,
small "plums, radios, tape
players etc. Al at reduced pikes.

AIOLDALSILVERL
PAIIIII SHOP
Myopic 11099kup Castor
753-71

College student wanting to
do odd jobs around yard
and house. Call 767-2548.
Concrete and block, brick
work. Basements, driveways, storm cellars, porches. 20 years experience
753-5476.
Experienced mechanic.
Rates lower. 436-2805.
Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears. 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.
Firewood, cut any length.
mostly oak and hickory, $20
, delivered. 489-2492 or
753-4157.
For your House. Office, and
Carpet Cleaning. Carpet will
dry quickly. Please call
753-1979.
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
Kirby Vacuum Sale and
Service, new and used. Call
753-6050.
Laborer, $4 an hour.
753-3058. 759-1675

Johnson's Electric Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning shaping,
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care. 753-8536
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing carpentry, or electrical work New or repair.
All guaranteed Call Joe
753-9226 for free estimate
Wedding photography costs
too high? Give us a call!
Pardue Photography. 7539487
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah,-KY 42001,
or call day or night.
1-442-7026

Wi41 clean up cars and do
minor body work. Call
753-9131, 753-2981, or
come by 641 Shell Station
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel Also do backhoe
work Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will mow yards, 15 years
experience. Call 753-6564.
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. 753-4656

1
e
-reTAITW55.
For sale Essex soybean
seed, $10 per bushel Cali
759-4019

56. Free Column

Expert car and home

Free solid white female cat
753-1804
Male kitten, 8 weeks old.
Orange colored. Sparkling
gray eyes. Very playful and
affectionate. Has already
had distemper vaccination
Call 753-3535 after 5•30
Pm,

Item repair.

57. Wanted

WORLD Of SOUND
222S. 124 St.
753-5565

Wanted to buy Good
quality clothing, girls size 4
Toddler Call 753-2966

-

AUCTION
Friday, July 10th
at 10:00 and
Saturday, July llth
at 10:00
At The
Auction Mart in Kuttawa
A complete dispersal of Travis's Antique Shop and Furniture Store.
Selling Friday the 10th will be all the
antique furniture, plus some
glassware and small items. 210
pieces of furniture, everything from a
roll top desk and round dining table
to china cabinets, coffee mills and
dining room suites. Saturday, July
11th at 10:00 will be 142 pieces of
new and used furniture and
multitudes of glassware.
Call or write for detailed list.
Roy and Jackie Travis, owners
Sale by

Thomas White
& Sons Auction
& Realty
Kuttawa, KY (502) 388-7251
or home 388-7088
Thomas White, Auctioneer

NEW AMOCO
CAR WASH
Complete Exterior
Car Wash
1102 thestaat - Murray, Ky.

94
For Only9
IINOTICElf
I an is a wrick-ad
mei a stocker phase
most Ile Nicol.
dine Oat ye lei
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With Fill-Up Of Full Service
Quality Amoco Gas

,

business-iswashmg cars for
less than you can do it yourself!

kys 7515111. IRO* 753E13324 bar mks.
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Deaths and Funerals

Various churches in the with scripture form John
area have announced 8:31-n. He will be assisted in
meetings and services at the the Communion Service by
the Rev. Jimmy Stubbs, the
churches.
Rev. Fred Morton, and the
Rev.Donald Brock.
HA7EL BAPTLST
Kathy Farrell Straub will
The pastor, the Rev.
The funeral for Shannon
Taylor Miller of Almo James T. Garland, will sing a solo,"Gloria," at both
Vowell Casper, 3, will be Route 1 died Thursday. He preach at the 11 a.m. and 7 services. The Chancel Choir,
held Saturday at 2 p.m. at was64 years.
p.m. worship services on directed by Paul Shahan
the chapel Cl the Byrn
July 5, at the Hazel with Bea Farrell as organist,
Sunday,
the
was
deceased
The
Funeral Home, Mayfield,
will sing the anthem, "If
Church.
Baptist
with John Hoover of- deacon and treasurer of the
All Your Hearts" at the
With
by
directed
will
be
Music
Pleasant
the
ficiating. 'Burial will follow building fund of
later
service.
Mrs.
hiller
with
Orr
Hill Freewill Baptist Church Gene
in a cemetery there.
Church School will be at
Oneida White as pianist and
near
Almo.
the
at
call
may
Friends
9:45 a.m.Sunday.
organist.
Key
as
Gwin
Survivors include his wife,
funeral home after 5 p.m. toSunday School with
Mrs. Jessie Lee Miller; one
day (Friday).
TITI &POPLAR
Lassiter as director
Wallace
The little girl, a resident of sister, Mrs. Echo Brown, will be at 9:45 a.m. and
John Dale will speak on
1311 Main Street, Murray, Syracuse, N. Y.; two Church Training with Pat "Ol'ir Declaration of
drowned Wednesday after- brothers, Willie Miller, Hutson as director will be at Dependence" with scripture
noon while swinuning with Syracuse, N. Y., and Mike 6 p.m.
from Matthew 15:1-25 at the
her family at a beach on Miller, Jr., Detroit, Mich.;
be 8:30 and 10:40 a.m.services,
will
workers
Nursery
Kentucky Lake near the one aunt; several other
Brenda Owen, Dianne and on "Ask, Seek, Knock"
Murray State University relatives.
Richerson, Jean Bailey, with scripture from Matthew
Biological Center, according
The funeral will be held Bonicha Williams,and Linda 7:7-12 at the 6 p.m. service
Coroner
to Calloway County
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the. Brown.
on Sunday, July 5, at the
Tommy Walker. •
Pleasant Hill Freewill BapSeventh and Poplar Church
Survivors include her tist Chum* near Almo with'
SOUTH PLEASANT • of Christ.
father and mother, Michael the Rev. Charles Moody and
Assisting in the services
Sacrament of The
The
and Nancy Casper, and one the Rev., John C. Long ofSupper will be will be -Johnny Bohannon',
Lord's
II,
Casper
brother, Michael
ficiating.
celebrated at the South Plea- Jerry Bolls, Greg Roberts,
Murray: grandparents, Mr.
Grove United Methodist Vernon Anderson, B. Steve
sant
Burial
will
follow
in
the
and Mrs. Norman Casper,
on Sunday, July 5, Simmons, Denny Cleaver,
Church
St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Bet- Pleasant Hill Cemetery with
morning worship Keith Farley, James 0.
during
ty Sharpe Vowell, Murray; the arrangements by the which begins at 10:45 a.m. Lamb, Webb Caldwell, Ron
Mortuary,
great grandmothers, 'Mrs. McKissic
All are invited to attend and McNutt,Glen W.Gibbs,Earl
Thelma_ Holt, Paducah, and Mayfield, where friends may
partake
of this holy sacra- Nanny, Steve Steele, Jamie
call
from
12
noon
Saturday
to
,Mrs. Beulah Dover, Mounds,
to the Potts, Jimmy Ragsdale,
according
ment,
III.; great great grand- 10 a.m. Sunday when the
Paul Sarri Parker, Ted Howard,
Rev.
Dr.
the
pastor,
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth body will be taken to the
and Charles Olree.
Blankerighip.
church for visitation until
Johnson, Mounds,
pastor
Teen nursey helper will be
the
sermon
by
The
the funeral hour.
several aunts and uncles.
will be entitled "Bound To K. Butterworth and special
Be Free." The Adult Choir class helper will be Robert
will sing "Kate Eyes Have Johnson.
Bible study will be at 9:45
Seen the Glory," directed by
Mrs. Lurine Cooper with a.m.Sunday.
Mrs. Olivene Erwin as
CHRISTIAN
organist and Tommy Gaines
The Rev. Dr. David C.
as pianist.
7 Condense
ACROSS
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
1 Urge on
8 — Canal
The United Methodist Men Roos will speak on "Prayer
5 Algonquian
9 Wolfhound
will meet at 8 a.m. for a IV - What's The Use of PrayTUACE
SPLAR
10 Arrive
Indian
breakfast at the church. Sun- ing?" at the 10:45 a.m. ser=OM COMM
8 Agreement
11 British river
C UCCUCUO C
—arfla
12-GritFrriand1g
day School will be at 9:45 vices on Sunday, July 5, at
CU CUCCIC CC
.* 21 Boys
13 Fuss
a.m. and Youth Fellowship the First Christian Church.
CUCO CCU CCU
14 Century plant 23 Barter
His scripture from Matthew
at 6:30 p.m.
15 — •
24 Snake
OCIOUC MUGU
7:7-11 will be read by Brad
Guinness
25 Seed
CCICmm
covering
16 Scots cap
UCUOUN
MOM
Boone.
PRESBYTERIAN
17 John or Joan 26 Zodiac sign
UUU UMU UGU
Margaret Boone will
First
Sunday
the
This
18 Tell
27 Shams
ECU
MOM CC
Presbyterian Church, 1601 direct the music with Max20 Jets, for one 28 Pedal digit
AC CUOMO= U 0
22 Scale note .,49-Mother of
Main Street, will hear Mrs. ine Clark as organist. "BatUOUCU OVUM
50 Across
23 British streed1131:112111E3
EMI=
Margaret Phelan speak on tle Hymn of the Republic"
Deposit
30
car
topic, "Life Principles," will be a special selection to
the
Competent
32
Wheel
tooth
24
27 Antedates
35 Ascends
40 Hebrew
cargo
with scripture from Matthew be sung.
31 Girl of song 36 Parent
month
44 Smooth
Assisting in the services
4:1-11 at the 10:45 a.m. wor32 Turf
38 Three-toed
41 Domesticate 45 Bucky of
will
be Mart Austin, Bailey
Lawson
will
Hughie
ship.
Dr.
sloth
33 Be in debt
42 Playing card
baseball
34 Goes
39 Seasoning
43 Take on
48 Corn product
serve as liturgist. Both Mrs. Gore, Gene Landolt, Fred
.„; 36 Parts of a
Phelan and Dr. Lawson are Wells, Dana Bullock, Jack
1 2
1116
4
7
in 9 lid 11
yerd
Gibbs, Betty Gore, George
elders of the church.
active
37 Tardy
12
38 Cooled lava
Mrs. Amy Jarman will Landolt, Ann McKeel, Cor15
39 Sarcasm
direct the choir in the an- inne McNutt, Mr. and Mrs.
42 Named
them, "Great God of Na- Henry Fulton, and Mr. and
46 Eden name
47 Conjunction
tions," with Marietta Mrs. Jim Clopton.
49 Possess
Sunday School will be at
O'Bryan as organist.
50 Young sheep
24
Church School will be at 9:30 a.m.Sunday.
51 Expire
52 Paradise
31
9:30 a.m.The July theme for
53 Three:.8p.
FIRST BAPTIST
the Adlt Sunday SchootClass
54 Crafty
The First Baptist Church
will be "Christian Response
55 Lease
DOWN
to Our Community" with the will hear the pastor,the Rev.
1 Fruit
speaker for the month Dr. Bill Whittaker speak on
first
2 Irritate
to be Barbara Griffin who "An Abounding Love" with
3 Russian city
4 Time period
will speak on Westview Nur- scripture from Philippians
5 Surfeit
sing
Home and possibilities 1:9-11, 2:1-11 at the 10:45
6 Girl's name
for Christian response to a.m. service, and on "God's
nursing home situations. Will -1— Sanctification", with
Mrs. Dorothy McKenzie will scripture from I Thessalospeak to the Jesse Rogers nians 4:1-12 at the 7 p.m. serClass on "Ten Command- vices on Sunday,July 5.
Assisting in the services
ments"taken from Deut.5
Lynne Loberger will be the will be Grayson McClure,
nursery attendant for both deacon of the week.
Wayne Halley, minister of
Church School and morning
music, will direct the-Ctairch
worship hours.
Activities for the week in- Choir as they sing "Reach
clude a fellowship coffee Out& Touch" at the morning
after Church on Sunday; hour,and the Men's Choir as
Stewardship.committee they-sing "We're Men on the
g
meeting at 7 p.m. and Chris- March for Christ" at the
Education committee evening hour. Gus Roberttian
/aim ra
•Nkt
meeting at 7:30 p.m. on son, Jr., will sing a solo at
Tuesday; Session meeting at the morning hour. Joan
Bowker is organist and Mar7:30 p.m. on Wednesday.
tha Moore is guest pianist.
FIRST METHODIST
Sunday School will be at
Holy Communion will be 9:30 a.m. and Church Train&Darnley July 4th et
celebrated at the 8:45 and ing at6 psn. on Sunday.
10:50 a.m. worship services
COURT SQUARE
on Sunday, July 5, at the
FELLOWSHIP
First United Methodist ChurThe Rev. Charles Dunch.
ANTIQUES
combe of the Bible Prophecy
The Rev. Dr. Walter E. Conference will be the
116 $. SW.
753-7499
Miechke, Jr., will speak on speaker at the services at
"Truth That Makes Free" 7:30 p.m. on July 5,6, and 7

Funeral Saturday
At Chapel For
Shannon Casper

0.0%.
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Taylor Miller Dies
Thursday; Funeral
Scheduled Sunday

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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at the Christian Fellowship
Church at Briensburg.
The speaker serves as
pastor, and has written
several books. He writes the
"Prophecy Column" for the
magazine, "Christ For The
Nations." He was born and
reared in England, but has
spent most of his adult life in
America.
HA7EL AND
MASON'S CHAPEL
The Rev. John Churchwell
NEW ROTARY OFFICERS — Officers of the Murray Rotary Club for the 1981-82
will speak on "The Equitable
Relationships of Christians year were installed Thursday at the weekly dub meeting by outgoing president
and Chrhunatics" with scrip- Gene Schanbacher. New officers include (from left, seated) Joe Bekher, vice
ture from Hebrews 10:12-31 president; Mace Keller, treasurer; Charles Walston, president; Bob BOfington,
at the 10 a.m. service at secretary;(standing) Ted Vaughn, director; and Vernon Gantt, director. Not shown
Mason's Chapel United are David Roos and BRIAllbritten, both directors.
Methodist Church and at the
11 a.m. service at Hazel
United Methodist Church on
Sunday,July 5.
Sunday School with J. W.
Jones as director will be at
10 a.m, at Hazel, and with
Frank Coles as direetor at 11
a.m.at Mason's Chapel.
The UNIYF will meet Sun- - Bids for paving and for Wilkins Construction Co., $100,000; and Edwin Cain
covered walks, both at the Benton, $97,1211; Prime Con- Construction Co., $102,410,
day at5 p.m.at Hazel.
three elementary schools,• struction Company, Benton, Rose said.
No other items are on the
will be reviewed by the $97,595; Cleaver ConMEMORIAL The Rev. Dr. Jerrell Calloway County School struction Co., Murray, agenda,Rose said.
White, pastor, will speak at Board in a special meeting
the 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. ser- at 6:15 a.m. Monday, July 6,
vices on Sunday, July 5, at at the board of education ofthe Memorial Baptist Chur- fice.
According to Dr. Jack
ch,Tenth and Main Streets.
Special music will be by Rose, both projects have not
the Jubilee Ringers who will received finalepproval.
Rose added that comperform "America the
Beautiful," and the Sanc- ments from the school board
tuary Choir who will sing members and from elemen"God Of Our Fathers." tary administrators indicate
Milton Gresham is _minister that the paving has top
of music with Margaret priority of the two projects.
Timmy Walker
Funds for both projects
Wilkins as organist and
Ower
would come from capital
Michael Wilkins as pianist.
J.H.
Churchill
was
my
great
grandRalph Bogard, deacon of outlay,Rose said.
father,
Ronald
Churchill
was
my
grandTwo bids for the paving
the week, will assist in the
father. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
project at all three schools
service.
Also at the morning ser- were received, Rose said.
backed by 95 years of reliable family service the Commissioning and They were Murray Paving
vice.
Allow us to help you in your time of
Dedication of Mission Team Co., Murray, $107,978 (base
need.
bid) and $14,939 (alternate
will be held.
The church will observe bid) and PAVCO, $152,000
J.H. Churchill
the ordinance of The Lord's (base bid) and $16,000 (alter•Supper at the evening'hour. native bid),Rose said.
Church Teaching will be at Covered walkway bids inFuneral Home
10:50 a.m.and Church Train- cluded Crouch Construction
2111 S. irk limumnielimaimmimilmmommonziem........-241 1
Co., Mayfield, $94,265;
ing at6 p.m. on Sunday.

Calloway Board To Meet
Monday To Review Bids

Great Grandfather
Grandfather
and Grandson
A Family Tradition
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STOREWIDE

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

$ 111

40t wi
44011\1%

4

Saturday, July 4th II

1

From
12 P.M.
6 P.M.

For
6 Big Hours
Dunn Furniture
Will Have The
Absolute Guaranteed
Lowest Furniture
Prices In
West Ky.

liii

The Biggest
Explosion
Of Furniture
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I

Bargains Of

kelt%kOt
100*
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10

The Year

Register
For FREE
PRIZES
To Be Given
Away Every
Near
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1977 Chevrolet EICamino
ss, burnt orange, beige vinyl top, bucket seats, power
steering, power brok.7,-, z conditioning, power wintiows,ower teat tiltwheel,, cruise-control,.AM/FM
tape, roily wheels. 57,i-us

•

Taylor Cheeroiet hoe.
Murray,Ky.

753-6800
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